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PREFACE

‘ The Practical Dharma ’ is a companion volume to my earlier work,
‘ The Key of Knowledge

,

’ to which the reader is referied for fuller

information on the subject of comparative theology, and for a general

survey of the basic principles of religion. The object ot the present

volume is to point out the practical, scientific method of self-realisation,

as laid down by the Jama Tiitliamkaras who rose to the highest height

of perfection with its aid. I have, therefore, refrained from repeating

what I have already said in
‘ The Key of Knowledge,’ though no effoit

has been spared to make the present volume as self-contained and com-

plete in its own department as possible.

It is conceivable that the detailed information on the subject of

A'anna and other matters contained in the following pages might prove

a little too tiresome for a certain class of critics; hut obviously no details

are too many for a proper study of a subject, and the mind which feels

confounded with fulness of detail is never of the scientific sort, but only

a frivolous one. There is no department of science which can afford to

dispense with detailed knowledge; nor can aught but palsy of intellect

result from unscientific thought. For this very reason, it has not been

found necessary to refer to the non-Jaina systems of Yn</«, as they mainly

content themselves with general discourses on abstract propositions about

the method of self-realisation. Mystic in thought and tendency, they

are seldom, if ever, clear or exact enough to enable one to know* precise-

ly what to do in a given situation, and are not only useless and dangerous

to experiment with, hut also foster much unholy superstition and

spirit of mystification in the minds of men by their veiled and obscure

hints and innuendoes.

Hakdoi :

1st October, 1916.

C. R. JAIN.



NOTE TO THE SECOND EDITION

Some slight changes have been effected in regard to the subject-

matter l'or the mnv edition of the book. In the title * Dharnia ’ has

been substituted for ‘ Path.’ The Appendix has been transferred to

4 The Key of Knowledge ’ to which it rightfully belonged, and the

mythological correspondences have also been removed and mostly incor-

porated in other works, in appropriate places.

C. It. JAIN.

Simla :

29th June, 1929
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THE PRACTICAL DHARMA
CHAPTER I

THE TATTVAS

The very first thing the follower of Jainism is required to impress

upon his mind is the fact that the path of salvation consists in Right

Belief, Eight Knowledge and Right Conduct, called the Triple Jewel

by the Jaina philosophers.

It is a self-evident truth that the successful achievement of an object

of desire depends on the scientific validity of the means employed for

the purpose; and equally evident is the fact that in all our pursuits and

occupations we only resort to those methods of securing the end in view

which have a causal connection with its accomplishment. The universal

law of Cause and Effect, thus, is the determining factor of all human,

that, is to say, rational, activity, and it is obvious that nothing but con-

fusion, disappointment and discomfiture, to say nothing of the pain and

suffering which inevitably follow the baffled endeavours of mankind

to secure some object of desire, cun result from a disregard of this self-

evident truth. The truth is that chance lias no voice in the order of

nature, and cannot be relied upon as a lational method of securing any-

desired end.

The law of cause and effect also holds good in the region of spiri-

tual science, notwithstanding its emphatic denial by semi-trained

theologians at times. For, were it otherwise, spiritual emancipation

would have to fall within the uncertain domain of chance, and the

method of the attainment of the ideal of the soul would be deprived of

its rational basis of efficacy, leaving mankind to grope in the darkness

of uncertainty and doubt—by no means a happy predicament.

The necessity for right knowledge cannot, therefore, be overrated.

In respect of right belief also it is evident that it is essential to the

utility of knowledge, since belief signifies a cessation of doubt, and also

since people only live up to their beliefs. Right conduct also is a necee*
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sary condition to the attainment of final emancipation, for no desired

results are possible without the doing of the right thing at the right

moment.

The subject of enquiry, or knowledge, in so far as spiritual emancipa-

tion is concerned, resolves itself into the nature of that beatific condition

and of the causes which stand in the way of its attainment. These in

their turn involve the nature of existing realities, or substances, and

their interaction. We thus get the following seven tat.tvas (essentials

or objects of knowledge) :
—

(1) Jiva (intelligent or living substance),

(2) Ajiva (matter and other uou-inteliigent substance*),

(3) Asrcwa (the influx of karmic matter),

(4) Bcmdha (bondage),

(5) Samcara, (the stopping of dsrava),

(fi) Nirjard (the gradual removal of karmic matter), and

(7) Moksha (the attainment of perfect freedom).

The would-be aspirant for moksha has to understand the nature of

these tattvas, the knowledge of which is a condition precedent to the

acquisition of that well-balanced state of mind which is designated by

the word belief or faith.

In this connection it is necessary to point out that philosophy is

concerned with the determination of the nature of things, and that the

starting point of all rational speculation is the world of concrete reality

which is presented to the individual consciousness through the media ot

the senses. A philosopher takes, in the first instance, the world as he

finds it, and, aided by the methods of analysis and research, reduces

the perceptible phenomena to their simpler components, so that when
he arrives at simple elements he knows them to he the eternal causes of

the ceaselessly shifting panorama of form and shape which constitutes

our universe. Beyond these eternal causes or realities, it is impossible

to proceed, because being simple in their nature they cannot depend, for

their existence, on anything else; in other words, their own individual

natures alone are the causes of their existence individually. It follows

from this that however far back we may go in time, no lieginning of

simple elements can be discovered or conceived, so that we never arrive
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at a point in the lile-story ot nature when they were not. This is a

deathblow' to the idea of a beginning, and its force will be felt by any

one who seriously puts himself the question : how can a simple (non-

ccmpound) substance be brought into existence? It should be remember-

ed that a simple substance, or reality, differs from a compounded effect

of simple elements in so far as it is not the product of two or more sub-

stances, but is au unanalysable, unbreakable, indestructible thing in

itself. Creation of these simple realities from pure nothing is out of

the question, because nothing is devoid of all qualities, including exis-

tence and substantiality. If any one still wishes to adhere to the notion

of a creation of all things from naught, let him put to himself the ques-

tion, how can the different elements possibly owe their existence to one

source? This wrould convince him that * nothing ’ can never be turned

into a concrete, substantial * something ’ by means of any process what-

soever.

The conclusion we arrive at, then, is that the idea of a beginning

of tbe elements is not entertainable in philosophy. Now, since there

are no air-tight compartments to keep these elements separate from each

cither, and since the world-process* is the result of the interaction and

* Theology, no doubt, holds that the world -process is maintained by the word of

it s Clod without whose command nothing whatsoever can e\er take place in the universe,

hut then theology has no reply to give to the question : why should things be endowed

with different attributes if they can function only in obedience to the word of a godt

If we do not deceive ourselves with false conclusions, we shall observe that different sub

stances exercise different functions, so that none of them can perform the function o‘

another. If it were otherwise, water might be imagined to perform the function of fire,

fire of air, air of consciousness, and so forth. But tbe supposition is so highly absurd

that no sane mind has ever considered it possible We must, then, assume that each

substauee has its own special function which cannot he jierformed by anything else

But what is function, if not the particular mode of existence of a substance 0 This

amounts to saying that no substance can exist if its function be annihilated even for

a moment, eg., fire will cease to be fire the moment it ceases to perform its specific

function of burning and production of heat. Now, the supposition that the substances

of nature stand in need of the command of a god to perform their functions is possible

only on the assumption that they do not funotion except when ordered to do so by him.

But this is a clear case of impossibility, for a substance cannot both exist and not exist

at the same time, its function being only the particular mode or manner of its existence.

It follows, therefore, that no one can possibly interfere with the function of existing sub-

stances.
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functioning of the different substances and elements, it follows that no

starting point can be discovered for a general commencement of the uni-

verse. This amounts to saying that the idea of a creation is altogether

untenable in philosophy.

The first two of the tattvat deal with the nature and enumeration

of the eternal realities, elements or substances of nature, and the remain-

ing five with the interaction between two of these substances, namely,

spirit and matter.

As explained in ‘ The Key of Knowledge,’ every spirit is a god in

potency and may become one in actuality if it exert itself in the right

direction. This right direction constitutes the path of religion, which

prescribes a scientifically exact method of destroying the causes which

stand in the way of the realisation, hence the manifestation of the natural

Divinity of the soul.



CHAPTER II

THE NATURE OF KARMA

"When the proposition
—“ Ye shall know the truth, and the

truth shall make you free
” (John viii. 32) was propounded in

the Bible, people failed to understand the nature of freedom

which the knowledge of truth was to carry to their hearts. It

was their ignorance of the nature of spiritual bondage which prevented

them from grasping the true sense of the messianic observation. They

looked upon freedom from only the political point of view, and had never

thought of the true or spiritual freedom with which religion mainly con-

cerns itself. They had then to be told that freedom signified emancipa-

tion from the bondage of sin, but it is not clear whether they fully com-

piehended the messianic speech even then; for even today it is difficult

to believe that the full significance of the terms freedom and bondage

has been adequately grasped by the humanity at large.

It is obvious that there is no concrete substance or thing to corres-

pond to the word sin when used as a noun
;
the word expres-.ee a pure

mental abstraction, and conveys the idea of wrong-doing. The bondage

oi sin, thus, is clearly the thraldom of actions, i.e., 'karvuis (actions or

deeds), which is to be shaken off in order to bring the state of natural

freedom of the soul into manifestation.

It must be borne m mind that there can be no bondage to pure

mental abstractions, or purely wordy concepts; the word signifies some

kind of real fetters, not, indeed, consisting of chains of iron, but of a

very subtle and invisible material. It is well to know that nothing but

force, in some form or other, is capable of holding thingB in the condi-

tion of slavery, and that no kind of force can be conceived apart from

a substance or material of some sort. The bondage of sin must, then,

be a bondage of matter, and the obtainment of freedom must consequent-

ly imply the destruction of bonds and the removal of the particles of

foreign matter from the constitution of the soul.

5
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This is precisely what is implied in the theory of transmigration,

which, undoubtedly, was well known to and accepted by every rational

religion in the past. It is, however, in Jainism alone that we find it

placed on a scientific foundation, and though the scriptures of other creeds

contain allusions to it, these allusions are nearly always couched m
mystic or unintelligible language and are never explained on lines of

rational or scientific thought. This is one of the facts which explain

the reason why the followers of certain religions, including Christianity,

do not now accept the doctrine of re-birth, and range themselves against

the creeds which preach it.

That the theory of transmigration is a truth of philosophy will be

readily acknowledged by any one who will study the nature of the soul

and of the causes upon which depends its ensoulment in a body of matter.

As regards the former, that is, the nature of the soul, it is sufficient to

state that the qualities of feeling, willing and knowing, which are the

special attributes of consciousness, are not to be found in matter, and

must, for that reason, be the property of a substance which differs in totn

from it. The simplicity of the soul is proved by the fact that no one

ever feels himself as many, which shows that the subject of knowledge,

feeling, perception and memory is not a reality composed of many atoms

or parts, but a simple individuality. Soul, then, is a reality which is

not indebted to any other substance for its existence, and as such must

be deemed to be eternal and uncreate. This amounts to saying that the

line of existence of every soul merges in infinity both in the past and the

future, so that each and every living being has a history of his own,

however much he might be ignorant of the events of his earlier lives in

his present incarnation.

In respect of the causes of the ensoulment of a jiva in the body of

matter, it is to be observed that in its natural purity the *oul is the

enjoyer of perfect wisdom, unlimited perception, infinite power and un-

bounded happiness, which, in the absence of a restraining force or body

of some kind, must he deemed to be manifested in the fullest degree in

its nature. The idea of such a perfect being descending to inhabit a

body of flesh and thereby crippling its natural unlimited perfection, in

a number of ways, is too absurd to be entertained for a moment. It
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tallows from this that the soul did not exist in a condition of perfection

prior to its present incarnation, and that the existence of some force

capable of dragging jlvas into different wombs is a condition precedent

to their birth in the different grades of life. But how shall we conceive

foicc operating on soul and dragging it into an organism, if not as the

action of some kind of matter? It is, therefore, clear that the soul must

have been in union with some kind of matter prior to its birth in any

given incarnation.

So far as the nature of matter which is found in union with the

soul in its pre-natal state is concerned, it most obviously must be of a

very tulsma (fine) quality, since the fertilized ovum, which, roughly

speaking, is the starting point ot the life of an organism is itself a very

minute, microscopical structure. The body of this fine material, called

hirmana, iarira (the body of karmic matter) in the technical language

of the Jaina Siddhdnta, is the cause and instrument of transmigration,

and, along with the one called the taijasa.• fanra (body of radiant

matter), is a constant companion of the soul in all its different forms

assumed in the course of its transmigration. Both these bodies under-

go changes of form from time to time, thereby leading to different kinds

of births; they are destroyed only when moksa is attained, which means

perfect freedom of the soul from all kinds of matter.

The necessity for the existence of the Z armana iarlra will also be-

come clear by taking into consideration the effect its absence will have

on the soul of a dead man, i.e., a disembodied spirit. Obviously tb<*

absence of all kinds of limiting and crippling influences will at one*

enable such a disembodied soul to manifest its natural perfection in tfc
j

fullest degree, making it the equal of Gods and the enjoyer of the su-

preme status of Faramdtmnn (godhood) at a stroke. Death, then, in-

stead of being the dreaded foe, as it is considered now, will be the great-

est benefactor of all kinds of living beings, and the attainment of supreme

* The tatjara fartra is a body of luminous matter, and is a necessary lmk between

the other two bodies of the soul—the karmSna and the audanka (the body of gross

matter). The necessity for a link of this kind is to be found in the fact that the matter

of the kiirmana farfra is too eukjmo (fine) and that of the audanka too gross to allow

any direct or immediate interaction between them, and that an intermediate type of

matter is required to connect them with each other.
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bliss, to say nothing of omniscience, omnipotence, and all those other

divine qualities and powers which men associate with their gods, will

be possible with the greatest ease, not only to every virtuous jiua, but

to every rogue, rascal and sinner as well, Even the act of murdering

a fellow-being will have to be regarded as a highly meritorious deed,

and suicide acclaimed as the shortest cut to the heaven of the highest

divinity. Dogs and cats and the whole host of creeping things and the

like will also, on such a supposition, find their differences of develop-

ment abolished at a stroke. The path of salvation, too, will no longer

consist in Eight Faith, Eight Knowledge and Eight Conduct, but will

lie on the point of the butcher’s knife, or through the friendly and

accommodating grave of a cannibal’s stomach.

The absurdity of the proposition need not be dilated upon any fur-

ther; it is a sufficient refutation of the notion that death effects a com-

plete severance between spirit and matter, and shows that the karmana

Sorira never leaves the soul till perfection is attained. The question,

when was the karmana Sarlra formed for the first time?—does not arise;

it could only arise on the supposition that a perfectly pure spirit had

descended or condescended to enter into bondage, but this has been al-

ready seen to be an un-entertainable hypothesis. It follows from this

that all the souls now involved in bondage—and their number is infinite

—have always been in an impure and imperfect state. There is nothing

surprising in this conclusion, for just as gold is found in a mine in an

impure condition without any one having ever deposited the pure metal

there, so are souls to be taken as having existed in a condition of impurity

from all eternity.

The only possible counter-hypothesis of the renewal of bondage by

the order of an extra-supreme God is met by the argument that there

can be no possible ground for distinction between one pure spirit and

another. Since the qualities of substances do not vary to Buit individual

whims, all pure spirits must possess the same attributes. Hence, there

can be no such Ihing as a God of Gods. On the other hand, if it be

said that the supposed extra-supreme being is a pure spirit phit some-

thing else, that will make his being a compounded organism which ex-

perience and observation prove to be liable to disintegration and decay.
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Furthermore, a perfect God must be presumed to be above longings of

every kind, and cannot, therefore, be credited with the unholy deeire

of imposing fetters of pain and misery on his brethren.

Lastly, when we look into the nature of this extra-supreme deity of

modern theology we only discover him to be a personification of karmic

energy and power. It has been made clear in ‘ The Key of Knowledge '

that the gods and goddesses of the several systems of theology which are

flourishing in our midst today are only the personifications of certain

mental abstractions and forces of a psychic type. It is this impersona-

tion of karmic power, as the ruler of the world, which stands* in the

way of progress by demoralizing the hearts of men with unholy super-

stition and awe of his supreme sway, irresistible might and vindictive

unforgiving nature.

* If we Ho not deny the evidence of our genBes, we should perceive that not only is

there no ueceasity tor the existence of u ruler if the universe, hut that the supposition

of such a being is also actually calculated to bring us into violent conflict with the dictates

of reason and rationalism. The fact that that different substances perform different func-

tions ought to open our eyes, and make us pause before making the sweeping assertion

that nothing whatevei in the world can ever take place without the order of its extra-

supreme ruler. What aliont, the free actions of men and other living beings, and the

mechanical a< tion of the substances of nature? In respect of the former, it would certain

Iv bo unreasonable and sinful in a divine judge to reward or punish living beings when
their actions only flow from him, and the latter, that is the mechanical action, speaks lor

itself, and m such a manner as leaves no doubt as to non interference on the part of

any super human or divine agency with the functions of substances. If it be said that

the ltvmg beings are left free to do what they like so that their punishment or reward is

only merited by them, that robs the supposed ruler of the universe of nearly half the

activity that is going on in the world ; and m respect of the other half nature stubbornly

contests his claim, and obviously on good grounds. This leaves, only the functions of

a judge to be discharged by the deity on the Judgment Day But m that case how ex-

plain the differences of status and degrees of development in the attributes of Ihe soul now ?

The nature of all souls being the same, their differences cannot but be due to their own

actions m the past. The position then stands 'thus : the Judgment Day is still far off,

yet sonls already experience the fruitB of their actions I Evidently, then, some ' one
’

else is acting as a judge already. Thus, there is no need for the postulation of a divine

ruler of the universe, and the mechanical action of the force of karma, which is now' met-

ing out rewards aDd punishments to all living beings, is the odb and the only judge

nature has appointed in this behalf.

F. 2
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It must be clear now that a par© spirit cannot possibly be compelled

to re-enter the bondage of * sin ’ when once it has attained to perfec-

tion, and that the condition of none of the souls now involved in trans-

migration has ever been that of perfect purity at any time in the past.



CHAPTER III

A8RAVA

Asrava signifies the influx of matter into the constitution of a soul.

As moksa cannot be attained without the removal of the last particle of

matter from the soul, knowledge of the process which causes the inflow

of fresh mattpr and of the means to check it with is a necessity which

cannot he exaggerated.

Every action that is performed by an embodied living being is al-

ways in relation to some kind of matter. Whether we enter into inter-

course with the outside would through the media of the senses, or indulge

in mental or moral speculation in the seclusion of our private apartments,

or carry on any other kind of activity, in each nnd every instance we

only traffic in matter, some of which is being constantly absorbed by

the soul. Even when fresh matter does not come from outside, there

is always a sufficient amount of it present in the physical organism itself

to be absorbed by the soul. Every action opens the door to certain kinds

of particles of matter, which may immediately enter into union with

the soul, and modify the structure of its invisible karmana Sarira. This

is the case generally with all kinds of actions. Even when meritorious

deeds, short of the natural functioning of pure spirit, are pei formed,

there is no stoppage of the process of the karmic influx ; only the soul

then assimilates particles of matter whose ‘ fruit ’ is pleasant, instead of

those which bear evil consequences. For the difference between virtue

and vice is precisely the same as that between a gold and an iron chain

;

they both tend to prolong the bondage of the soul, though in one case

it is not quite unpleasant, while in the other it may be, and, in the worst

cases, actually is, intolerable. The natural functioning (self-contempla-

tion) of pure spirit differs from pvnya (virtue) in so far that while the

exercising of the functions of pure spirit does not imply the negativity

of the soul in the least degree, and, therefore, is unaccompanied by the

it
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asrava of matter, virtuous actions are only calculated to render captivity

pleasant and agreeable to the soul. Thus, virtue is as much a cause of

bondage as vice from the standpoint of' him who aspires for perfect

liberation.

Certain types of mental attitude strikingly demonstrate the operation

and effect of aarara on the soul. Such, for instance, is the case with

mental depression when the soul is literally weighted down, that is to

say, when ite rhythm of free-functioning is clogged by a kind of mksma
(fine) matter.* The same is the case with excessive grief, a general

tendency towards pessimism, and the like. What seems to happen in

such cases is that certain kinds of feelings weaken the intensity of the

rhythm of the soul, exposing it to the influx of the particles of matter

from its physical organism itself. As an oily surface soon becomes covered

over with dust, so does the soul attract to itself and is depressed (from

de down, and pressum to press) by a large number of particles of matter

from within its own outer encasement of flesh, it is to be borne m
mind that the soul’s association with the outer body of gross matter

is not of the same type as that with the kurmdna Sarira, for while it

becomes intimately fused with the particles of finer matter of which that

subtle body is made, there is no such fusion in the case of the gross

body. The idea of the association of the soul w7ith its three bodies may
be partially grasped by likening it to oxygen and the matter of the

kdrmava iarlra to hydrogen which combine together to form water.

If we now throw some colouring matter into the liquid, formed by the

fusion of hydrogen and oxygen, we should have an idea of the form

* Those who are not familiar with the nature of material parallelism in human
psychology may not find it easy to admit that delight and depression aie accompanied

by mental modifications due to the influence or readjustment of matter, but the fact is

that no mental modifications can possibly arise m our consciousness unless they be caused

by a material agent, which means the presence and action of matter m some way. Pure

thoughts and words, apart from an operative accompanying material agency are unthink-

able in the case of a finite mind. Sleep itself indicates the benumbing influence of

matter on the mind. Certain vital centres in the constitution of the soul are affected by

the material readjustment, or inflow, and characteristic states ensure from tbe changed

conditions. There is nothing in the whole range of the human or animal psychology to

indicate that feelings and emotions and states of consciousness generally can be caused

or changed without a cause whatsoever, or that a cause can consist of pure immateriality.
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of the <iaijasa Sarlra. The position occupied by these two bodies in

relation to that of gross matter is something like that which comes into

existence by holding the volume, or mass, of coloured liquid in a

sponge, so that the liquid saturates every portion of the sponge without

actually becoming fused or united with it. There is, however, this

important distinction to be drawn between the sponge and the physical

organism that while the former is an independent article, the latter

is only organised by the soul which is to become ensouled in it.

To return to the influx of matter into the soul, the idea of dsrava

through the senses can be easily understood if we put ourselves the

question : who feels the sensations of taste, smell, colour, touch and

sound which are received through sense-organs ? Is it, for instance, the

tongue that enjoys the relish of food, or the soul? Obviously, the

soul; for if its attention is exclusively engaged elsewhere it is not only

not conscious of the taste of food but may also fail to take conscious

cognizance of the quality of eatables put before it. It follows from

this that while the bulk of food passes into the stomach through the

gullet, some finer particles of its relish reach the soul through the

glands of taste and the nerves connected with them, enabling it to feel

and enjoy the taste of each morsel, ilence, when these relish-particles

do not come in contact with the soul it is not cognizant of their presence.

The same is the case with the feelings of pain and pleasure and with the

bodily sensations in general; these, too, are not felt if the mind is

busy elsewhere. These facts unmistakably point to some kind of

material dsrava with every sensation and feeling. The same conclusion

is to be arrived at by a study of certain kinds of mental states, for

the process of controlling such passions as anger, greed, and the like,

clearly points to the exertion of will on some kind of matter, while

their complete eradication means neither more nor less than a complete

annihilation of their causes, i.e., the freedom of the mind from some kind

of foreign material whose presence was responsible for their existence

and recurring recrudescence. Whether we regard our passions and

emotions as the states of our consciousness or as so many kinds of rhythms

of the soul, or in any other way, it is certain that a simple substance

like the soul or consciousness can never, by itself, be the basis of so
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many different kinds of states or rhythms some of which are undoubted*

ly antagonistic to one another. Hatred and love both, for instance,

cannot be the natural functions of the soul, so that if the latter be the

normal state of our consciousness, the former must owe its existence to

something else. Matter, the only other substance which enters into

interaction with the soul, then, is the substance whose influence is

responsible for the abnormal types of emotions and passions. Its fusion

with spirit is the basis of disposition which is variable. It renders the

soul liable to experience different kinds of affections, according to the

varying circumstances of life. The two opposite types of feelings

known as de-light (literally, intense lightness) and de-piession (mental

‘ heaviness '), also furnish strong evidence m support of asrava
,

for

the former conveys the idea of the removal of a kind of weight from

the soul, while its antithesis, the latter, implies the imposition of some

sort of burden on it. Hence, if our language is to be true to nature,

we must acknowledge that it is not purely the weight of words, ideas

or circumstances which makes us experience the unpleasant feeling

known as depression of spirits, nor the cessation or removal theieof

which serves as an occasion for delight.

The truth is that when the soul becomes negative in consequence

of some ungratified desire, it is exposed to the asrava of matter in a

marked degree, and, consequently, feels de-pressed m the literal sense

of the word. Similarly, when its desires are accomplished, or voluntari-

ly abandoned, its condition of negativity comes to an end, and some

of the particles of matter, which had flowed in, on account of the

slackening of the intensity of the rhythm of life, are mechanically

dispersed, giving rise to the feeling of de-light.

As a result of the foregoing discussion, it may be stated that dsrava

always signifies the influx of matter into the substance of the soul,

and that the soul remains subject to it so long as the rhythm of life

remains slackened by the attitude of receptivity. This attitude of

receptivity or negativity, as has been already .stated, is due to the

influence of desires for material things, for the soul is perfection itself

in its natural purity, but the entertainment of desires leads it to depend

on the objects thereof, throwing it into an attitude of expectancy and
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uneasiness. Pure intelligence by nature, the fiva is affeeted by ita

beliefs, so that the expectation of joy, comfort or help from outside

itself instantly impairs its natural buoyancy and strength. It is this

condition of expectancy which may be called receptivity or negativity.

This harmful attitude, as stated before, is forced on the soul in conse-

quence of its desires for intercourse with, and traffic in, matter from

which it expects to derive pleasure, or joy, in some form or other.

In reality, however, the soul is perfect and blissful by nature, so that

its desires for the enjoyment of matter only betray its ignorance of itB

own true natural perfection. Thus, any kind of activity, physical,

mental or moral, is a cause of asrava, no exception being made even in

the case of actions performed carelessly, since they point to the presence

of an attitude of carelessness which is quite incompatible with self-

consciousness.

The causes of asrava may now be enumerated categorically. They

are :
—
(1) Mxthydtva, i.e., wrong belief or faith,

(2) Aviiati, i.e., moral failings,

(3) Pramada, i.e., negligent conduct, or lack of vigilance,

(4) Kas&ya
,
or passions, and

(5) Yogas, or the general channels of inflow.

Of these, the first class consists of five kinds of mtthydtva, namely,

(i) one-sided alwolutism, which insists on the absolute accuracy

of knowledge obtained from one point of view alone;

(ii) untrue attribution of a quality to a being or thing;

(iii) entertainment of doubt about the truth

;

(iv) failure to distinguish between right and wrong; and

(v) the notion that all religions are equally true.

The second division includes

:

(i) hirhsa, that is, injuring another by thought, word or deed,

,
(ii) falsehood or perjury,

(iii) theft,

(iv) unchastity, and

(v) attachment to things of the world.
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The third category comprises:

(i) reprehensible discourse about politics, adventure, women and

food,

(ii) sense-gratification,

(iii) mild kind of passions,

(iv) sleep, and

(v) gossip.

The k«$uyas include four different types of anger, pride, deceit and

greed, and nine minor blemishes (no-kasdyas)
,
namely, joking, liking,

dislike, grief, fear, disgust and the three kinds of sex passion peculiar

to the three sexes, the male, the female and the neuter. The four

types of kasdyas are

:

(1) the anant&nubandhi, i.e., that which prevents one’e acquiring

the right faith and stands in the way of true discernment;

(2) the apratydkhyana
, or that which prevents the observance of

even the minor vows of a householder

;

(3) the pratyakhydna, which interferes with the observance of the

vratas (vows) enjoined on a monk; and

(4) the scmjvalana, which is of a mild nature, and the last obstacle

to the absolute purity of Eight Conduct.

Yogas (channels for the material influx) are three, namely

—

(i) manoyoga, that is, mental activity, or though!,

(ii) kdyayoga, or bodily actions, and

(iii) vachanayoga
,

i.e., speech.

These are the main causes of dsrava, and, although the sub-heads

in this classification may be divided still iurther, it would serve no

useful purpose to describe their minute sub-divisions here

:o

:



CHAPTER IV

BANOHA

It must be obvious to all thinking minds that every slight contact

of matter with spirit does not necessarily imply their fusion, so that all

the particles of matter which come in contact with the soul do not

necessarily combine with it to cause its bondage. Hence, the Jaina

SuLdhanta divides bondage into two classes, the samprayika and the

tryapatha. Of these, the former signifies the fusion of spirit and matter,

and the latter only a momentary contact between them.

The absorption of matter by the soul results in the formation of a

compound personality in which the natural attributes of spirit become

suppressed to a greater or less extent, according to the nature and

quantity of the particles absorbed. Just as hydrogen and oxygen are

deprived of their natural freedom during the period of their fusion in

the form of water, so is a soul debarred trom the full exercise of its

natural attributes while in union with matter; and just as the separation

of hydrogen and oxygen from one another results in restoring to them

their natural properties in the fullest degree of manifestation, so does

the removal of matter from the constitution of the soul establish it in

its natural perfection as a pure spirit. It follows from this that the

union of spirit and matter does not imply a complete annihilation of

their natural properties, but only a suspension of their functions, in

varying degree, according to the quality and quantity of the material

absorbed. Thus, the effect of the fusion of spirit and matter is mani-

fested in the form of a compound personality which partakes of the

nature of both, withoul actually destroying either. Hence, the jlva

involved in the cycle of births and deaths manifests something of the

nature of both, pure spirit and matter, the quality of omniscience

appearing in the form of knowledge dependent on the activity of the

senses and mind, that of right belief, in the form of wrong and absurd

notions, of infinite power, in the guise of bodily power, and of infinite

P.3

17
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happiness, as sensations of pleasure and pain through the senses. On
the other hand, motion which is not a characteristic of spirit, but of

matter is possessed by the embodied soul. Another effect of the unhappy
union between spirit and matter is the liability to death from which

pure spirit is perfectly immune, but which, together with its companion,

birth, is a constant source of dread to an unevolved, that is to say, an

unemancipated soul. The fusion of spirit and matter aiso exposes the

soul to danger from another quarter from which it enjoys complete

immunity as pure spirit. This additional source of trouble consists

in the inflow of fresh matter in consequence of the operation of the

forces of magnetism, chemical affinity and the like, residing in the

material already in union with the soul. As gaseous matter is not

liable to combine with the element of earth in its natural purity,

but becomes defiled by it when existing in the condition of water, so,

owing to the influence of the material already in combination with it,

does the soul become liable to be forced into union with certain types

of matter which cannot assail it directly.

We thus observe that the union of spirit and matter is simply fraught

with evil for the soul, whose condition scarcely differs horn that of

a man thrown into prison and thereby deprived of his freedom of action.

The kdrm&na sartra is a sort of self-adjusting prison for the soul and

constantly accompanies i.t, through all its incarnations, or births.

Subject to modification, it is, again and again, at the end of each form

of life, attracted into a new womb, organising, mechanically, the outer

encasement of gross matter by the energies inherent within its own

form.

Thus the conditioning of the physical body, and of the circum-

stances depending on that body— descent, family, status, wealth and

the like—is the result of the mechanical operation of the force of karma

stored up in the kdrmdna sarira.

The karmic force is dealt with by the Tama Siddhanta under the

following eight heads:—
(1) jnandvaraniya

,
or the knowledge-obstructing group;

(2) darSandvaraniya, or the class of forces which interfere with

perception

;
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(3) vedaniya, i.e., the class of prakritis (energies) which determine

and regulate the experiencing of pleasure and pain;

(4) mohaniya, that is to say, the forces which produce delusion;

(6)

dyuh, or the prukfitis which determine the duration of the

association of the soul with the body of gross matter;

(6) nama, or the forces which organise the body and its limbs;

(7) gotra, or the energies which determine the family, surround*

ings, position and the like, of individuals; and

(8) antardya
, or the group of forces which interfere with our doing

what we should like to do.

As flesh, blood, muscles, bones, marrow and the like are formed

from the same food, so are the different kinds of karmic energies engender-

ed from the molecules of matter absorbed by the soul through dsraca.

Of these eight kinds of ltarmas, the first, second, fourth and eighth

are called ghdtiya (lit. that which destroys), because they obstruct the

natural qualities of spirit, and the remaining four aghdtvyd (a=not+

ghdtiya) because of their not interfering with those attributes. The

former are, moreover, regarded as inimical to the jlva, because they

are the most difficult to be destroyed, while the latter can be burnt up

speedily.

We now proceed to descri’ e the number and nature of energies

comprised in each of these eight groups of karmas.

I. The jndndvaranlya class comprises five energies, namely:

(i) that which obscures knowledge derived through the senses ^

(mati jhana )

;

(ii) that which interferes with knowledge based on the interpreta- 2

tion of signs ($ruta jnana);

(iii) that which obstructs clairvoyance (avadhi jhdrux) ;

3

(iv) that which debars one from telepathic knowledge (manah- ^

paryaya Jiidna) ; and

(v) that which prevents omniscience (kevala jiidna) from manifest-

ing itself.

5
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II. The darSan&varaniya group consists of the following nine kinds

of energy all of which interfere with the perceptive faculties of the

soul in different ways :
—

g (i) that which debars the soul from seeing with the eye (chalqu

dartam )

;

7 (ii) that which prevents perception through senses other than

sight (achaktu dartana)
;

g (iii) that which obstructs clairvoyant perception (avadhi dartana) ;

9 (iv) that which prevents the manifestation of kevala dartana (full

unqualified perception)

;

10 (v) nidra (sleep);

11 (vi) nidra-nuird (swooning or insensibility or profound slumber)

;

12 (vii) prachald (restless or light sleep, like that of a dog; semi-

drowsiness)

;

13 (viii) prachala-prachala (a more restless form of slumber than the

preceding, also a kind of madness)
;
and

14 (ix) ttyanagnddhi (somnambulism).

15

16

17

18

19

III. The vedanlya type comprises two kinds of energies:

(i) those responsible for pleasurable experiences (sdtd vedamya)

,

and

(ii) those leading to suffering and pain {asdta vedaniya),

IV. The mohuniya class is sub-divided into

—

(i) Dartana mohamya, which obstructs right belief.

It is of three kinds :
—

(a) mithyatva which leads to settled wrong beliefs,

(b ) samyaga mithyatva which is characterised by a mixture

of truth and falsehood, and

(c) samyak prakriti or tamyaktva which signifies blurred

faith. In this state the truth is known, but faith is

slightly tinged with superstition.
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(ii) Chantra mohaniya which interfere* with right conduct.

This is of the following twenty-fire kinds :
—

(1) anger,
»

(2) pride, of the anant&nubandhi, that

(3) deceit, is, the intensest type.

(4) greed,

(5) anger,

(6) pride, of the apraty&khyana, or a

(7) deceit, very intense type.

(8) greed,

(9) anger,

(10) pride. of the pratydkhydna, that is,

(11) deceit, intense type.

(12) greed.

(13) anger,

(14) pride. of the sanjvalana, or mild

(15) deceit, type.

(16) greed.

(17) joking,
1

(18) eagerness for merriment, zest, jollity, gusto,

(19) boredom, or weariness,

(20) grief,

(21) fear, }

(22) disgust, I

(23) sex-passion peculiar to males,
|

(24) sex-passion peculiar to females, and
I

(26) sex-passion peculiar to those of the neuter sex
J

S'

*

*8

|j
•J.

20
21

22
23

24

25

20
27

28
29

30
31

32
33

34
35
36
37

38

39
40

41

42

43

44

V. The ayuh karma group includes four kinds of energies which

control and determine the duration of life of the four kinds of beings,

namely,

(i) devas (residents of heavens),

(ii) human beings,
45
46
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47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54
55
56

57

58
59

60

61

62

63

(iii) lower forma of life belonging to the animal, vegetable and

mineral kingdoms, and

(iv) denizens of hells.

VI. The ndma karma group comprises the following ninety-three

kinds of energies, felling under forty-two heads, which are responsible

for the formation of the dilferent kinds of bodies and their organs

:

(1) Gati, or condition of existence, which is of four kinds, namely

—

(1) manu$ya (human),

(ii) tiryancha (lower forms of life, such as animals, vegetables

and the like),

(iii) d&va (life in heavens), and

(iv) naraka (the condition of existence as a resident of hell).

(2) Jdti, that is, type, or class, which comprises the following five

heads :

—

(i) one-aensed beings,

(ii) two-sensed beings,

(iii) three-sensed beings,

(iv) four-sensed beings, and

(v) beings with all the five senses.

(3) SaHra, i.e . ,
body, which is of five kinds, vi ?.,

—

(i) audarika, the outer body of gross matter,

(ii) vaikriyaka

,

the outer body of devas (residents of heavens) and

of those who are the denizens of hells,

(iii) aharaka, an invisible body of small dimensions, which issues

from the forehead of advanced ascetics alone, and enables

them to visit the Teacher, if there be one in a distant land,

(iv) taijasa, the body of luminous matter, and

(v) k&rmana, the body of karmic energies.

(4) Angopan-ga
,
that is, the principal and subsidiary limbs, which

are of three kinds

—

(i) audarika, i.e., pertaining to the physical body,
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(ii) vaikfiyaka, pertaining to the vaikfiyaJca iarira which can be-

come big or small, and can assume any form at will, and

(lii) ahdraka
,
i.e., pertaining to the aharaka body.

(6)

Nvrmana
,
that is, symmetry.

(6) Bandhana, or union of particles without which it would be im-

possible for the body to be organised. This is of five kinds, correspond-

ing to the five kinds of bodies enumerated above.

(7) Sanghdta
, a still closer union of particles than bandhana. This

is also different for the five different kinds of bodies, hence, of five types.

(8) Sansathdna, or development, which is of six kinds, as follows:—
(i) samachaturasra, i.e., proportionate,

(ii) nyagrodha parimandala, that is, well-developed in the upper

parts and ill-formed in the lower,

(lii) svdtika, or veil-formed in the lower portion, but stunted in

the upper,

(iv) kvbjaka, that is, hunch-backed,

(v) vdmana, or dwarfish, and

(vi) hwndaka
,
that is, geneial mal-formation.

(9) Sanghanana, or formation of bony skeleton. This is of the fol-

lowing six kinds, of which only the last three are possible in the present

age:—
(i) vajra vn§abha ndrdcha, that is, adamantine, or steel-frame

formation of bones, their wrappings and nails,

(ii) vajra ndrdcha, i.e., the steel-frame formation of bones and

‘ nails,’ but not of wrappings, or bandages,

(iii) ndrdcha, or bones, wrappings, and ‘ nails ’ of the ordinary

type, that is to say, without adamantine strength,

(iv) ardha ndrdcha, that is, only partially nailed joints, without

wrappings,

(v) kilaka, or wholly nailed joints, and

(vi) asamprdpta sripdtika, that is, bones strung together by carti--

lage, but not fixed with ‘ nails.’

64

65

66

67-

71

72-

76

77
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80

81
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88
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89

90
91

92

93

94

95

96
97

98

99

100

101 -

108

109-

112

113

114
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(10) Colour (varna), which is of five kinds, viz .

—

(i) black,

(ii) blue,

(iii) red,

(iv) yellow, and

(v) white.

(11) Smell (gandha), which is either

—

(i) pleasant, or

(ii) unpleasant.

(12) Taste (r<ua), which is of five kinds, namely

—

(i) pungent,

(ii) bitter,

(iii) saline,

(iv) acid, and

(v) sweet.

(13) IFouch (
sparfa), which falls under eight beads as follows:—

(i) hard, (ii) soft, (iii) 'light, (iv) heavy, (v) cold, (vi) hot, (vii) smooth,

and (viii) rough.

(14) Anup&rvi, which enables the soul to retain during the moments

of transition from one life to another the form of its last incarnation.

This is of four kinds, corresponding to the four gatis (types of life), as

already described.

(15) Affundaghu, which means neither heavy nor light, is the energy

which prevents the matter of the body from becoming too heavy (like a

stone) or too light (like cotton-wool).

(16) Upaghdta, by whose operation are formed such organs as are

inimical lo the very organism to which they belong, e.g., big, bulky

belly, long horns, and the like.

(17) Paraghata, the energy which makes organs which might be

used for the destruction of others, such as sharp horns, poisonous fangB,

and the like.
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(18)

Atdpa, which makes a heat-producing and luminiferous body, 116

such as that of the prithvikdya jivas (earth-bodied organisms) in the

sun.

(19) Vdyota, the energy which produces a phosphorescent, that is, H 7

luminous, but not heat-producing, organism, e.g., the body of a fire-

fly-

(20) Vihayogati, the energy which enables one to fly, or move

through the air. It is either iv-bha (graceful) or aSabha (not 119
graceful).

(21) Breathing ( uchchhvasa ). j2Q

(22) Tnisa, which procures hirth in the classes of jivas above the 121

one-sensed type.

(23) Sthdvara
,
which leads to birth in the class of one-sensed jivas. 122

(24) Bdfiara
,
which produces a body capable of offering resistance 123

to, and of being resisted by, other bodies.

(25) Sukfina, which produces a body incapable of offering resistance j24
to, or of being resisted by, others.

(26) jParydpti, that is, development, which is of six kinds, namely— ^5
(a) the power to absorb nourishment,

(
b ) the power to build the body from the nourishment absorbed,

(c) the power to develop physical organs and faculties, including

that of sense-perception,

(d) the power to maintain breathing and circulation of blood,

(e) the power of speech, and

if) the power of discrimination, or thinking, with the help of the

physical organ of thought.

(27) Aparyapti, the energy which does not permit the development

of any of the six parydptis or powers described under the next preceding

head.

(28) Pratyeka, which appropriates a body to one soul only.

(29) Sddhfirana, which enables a body to be appropriated by more

than one soul.

127

128
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129 (30) Sthira, the energy which retains the various dhdtus and

upadhdtus in their respective positions in the body. The dhdtus are the

juices, blood, flesh, iat, bone, marrow and semen; and the upadhdtus,

wind, bile, phlegm, nerves, sinews, skin, and the digestive fire.

130

131

(31) Asthira, the energy which tends to disturb the equilibrium of

dhdtus and upadh&tus.

(32) Subha-ndma-karma is a praknti which imparts attractiveness

to the 'limbs of the body.

132

(33)

Aiubha-ndma-karmo is the energy which makes the bodily limbs

unattractive and offensive to look at.

(34) *Subhaga-ndma-karmu is an energy which makes one the

133 object of love by others.

(35) *Durbhaga-ndma-karma acts in the opposite way to the subhaya

praknti.

135

136

137

138

139

140

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

popular.

Susvara renders speech agreeable and melodious.

Dus vara makes the voice croaky and unpleasant to hear.

Adeya imparts radiance and glow to the body.

Anddeya makes a body devoid of radiance or glow.

*Yaialirti makes one popular in fhe world.

* Aya&akirtd operates in the opposite way, and makes one un-

* Wilt) relertmie to kurma prakntt* Nos. 133, 131, 13') and HO tbe principle enun

ciated in the following observ ations from Brook'8 Practice of Auto-Suggestion " will be

found to explain their nature and operation with sufficient adequacy .

—

“ Here we catch a glimpse of tbe truth behind what is called ' luck.' We are told

that everything comes to him who waits, and this is literally true, provided he waits in

the light frame of mind. Some men are notoriously lucky in business; whatever they

touch seems to ' turn to gold The secret of thiB success lies m the tact that they con-

fidently expect to succeed. There is no need to go so far as the writers of the Bchool of

* New Thought,’ and claim that suggestion can set m motion transcendental laws outside

man's own nature It is quite clear that the man who expects success, of whatever kind

it may be, will unconsciously take up the right attitude to his environment; will involun-

tarily close with fleeting opportunity, and by hiB inner fitness command the circnm-

stames without."
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(42) Tirthamkara-ridrrui-karma raises one to the supreme status of

a tirthamkara (God).

VII. Gotra karma* are of two kinds, that which secures one’s birth

in a noble, influential or prosperous iamily [uchcha gotra), and that

which drags the soul into opposite kinds of surroundings
(
mcha gotra).

VIII. Anturaya karma* comprise the following five kinds of

karmic energy :
—

(i) that which interferes with the making of gifts, though we

may be willing to do so,

(ii) that which steps in to deprive us of gain, though we might

do all in our power to deserve it,

(iii) that which prevents one’s enjoying things which can be en-

joyed only once, such as food,

(iv) that which interferes with the enjoyment of things which may
be enjoyed more than once, such as vehicles, furniture, the

love and company of the husband or wife,

(v) lack of effectiveness to accomplish anything, though we may-

do our best to succeed.

It will lie seen from the above classification of karma-prakritis that

the total number of energies tailing under the eight groups is 148, which

exhaust the whole range of karma*, though it is possible to divide and

sub-divide them still further under many heads. Of these, the number

of energies which tall under the description of the ndma karma alone

is ninety-three, the remaining fifty-five being divided among the other

groups. The number of prakritis of the gluitvya karma

s

out of these

fifty-five is forty-seven, which comprise five of jnanavarmiya, nine of

dariandvaraniya, twenty-eight of wohaniya and five of antaraya. The

remaining eight, along with the ninety-three of the ndma karma, are

all agh&tiya, since they do not prevent the natural properties of the

soul from becoming manifested. It is these 47 energies of the ghdtiya

karmas which stand in the way of salvation, and debar us from the

enjoyment of our natural attributes—omniscience, bliss and the like.

141

142-
143

144

145

146

147

148
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CHAPTER V

8AMVARA

It is clear from what has been said m the earlier chapters that

karmic matter flows into the soul with every action and that the fusion

of spirit and matter takes place only when the soul is rendered recep-

tive, or negative, in consequence of its desires. It would follow from

this that complete freedom can be attained only by checking the conti-

nuous activity of the mind and body which is the cause of fresh dsrava,

and by the elimination of the accumulated deposit of karmic force

from the soul. Hence, the first thing to do is to bring under control

the organs of action which act as doorways to the ingress of the enemy.

This amounts to saying that perfect control must be put od the mind, body

and speech, which are the three mlets for the karmic matter to enier

into the soul. The process of checking the inflow of fresh matter

through these doorways is called samrara, which is of two kinds,

namely, (i) bhava samvara and (ii) dravya samvara. The former

of these signifies the control of passions, emotions, likes and dislikes,

and the latter, i.e., dravya samvara, the cessation of the influx of

matter.

Now, since passions and emotions only arise by virtue of unsatisfied

desires, be who would bring them under control must begin by renounc-

ing his desires in the first instance. Similarly, since dravya dsrava*

takes place through the doorways of the mind, the body and speech, the

* Karmas are generally dealt with under two heads : (j) bhava karmas and (ii)

dravya karmas. Cf these, bhava karmas signify different kinds of mental states of the

soul, and dravya karmas the material forces forged m consequence of those

mental states. This distinction is also observed m respect of dsrava, bandha,

samvara, ntrjarS and mokfa. We thus have bhava dsrava signifying the condition of

receptivity or negativity which is favourable for the influz of matter into the sonl, and

dravya dsrava, the actual inflowing material itself. Similarly, bhdta bandha, bhava

sarhvara, bhdva nirjard and bhava moksa have reference to mental attitude, and dravya

4>andha, dravya sarhvara, dravya nnjara and dravya moksha to the physical side of the

question.

38
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controlling of the unchecked activity of these inlets of karmas is equally

necessary for the aspirant for release from the bondage of ‘ sin.’ To
this end the tollowing rules have been laid down by the omniscient

Tirthamkaras for the guidance of their unevolved brethren:

1. The control of the mind, speech and the body (gwpti).

2. The cultivation of the habit of carefulness (samti), ia respect

of the following five particulars :
—

(
a

)
walking, so as not to injure any living being;

(b) speech, so as not to cause pain to any one by offensive, dis-

agreeable language, or by a careless use of words having

a tendency to incite others to violent deeds

;

(c) eating, so as not to cause injury to any living being;

(d) handling things—the water gourd, books and the feather

whisk, with which there is a great danger of injury to small

insects; and

(<?) evacuation and disposal of faeces, urine, and the like.

3. The observance of the rules of the dasa-laksana (consisting of

ten rules or commandments) dharma (path), viz.—
(a) forgiveness,

(b) humility,

(c) honesty, or straightforwardness,

(
d ) truthfulness,

(e) purity of mind, t.c., the avoidance of passions,

(f) mercy and control of senses,

{g) tapa (asceticism, i.e., the performance of acts of self-denial,

in order to bring the pure attributes of the soul into mani-

festation),

(h

)

renunciation (the giving of gifts, non-attachment and the

like),

(i) avoidance of greed, and

(?) chastity.
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4. Constant meditation on the following twelve forms of reflection

(bh&vand)

:

(i) Anitya bhdvand.—‘ All things are transitory in the world;

no condition of existence therein is everlasting
;

it is use-

less to be attached to the forms of perishable things; they

can only cause pain and suffering; dharnvi (religion) alone

is one’s true friend; inends, relations, health, wealth
t

beauty, strength and the like shall all desert one some

day; atman (spirit) alone is eternal; he alone has to taste the

fruit—sukha (happiness) and duhkha (misery)—of his

actions; therefore, one’s atman alone is the til object ot

attachment.’

(ii) Aiarana bhdvand.— ‘ None can help the jira in his troubles;

he alone has to bear his pain and suffering; friends, rela-

tions, wife and children are powerless to combat suffering

and disease
;
religion is the; only protector of the helpless

;
it

enables the )iva, by his own power, to »ui mount all obstacles;

therefore, it should be practised under all circumstances.

One should also be devoted to the five kinds of Teachers

(Arhanta, Siddha, Achurya, Upudhydya and Sadhu), who

preach the true religion.’

(iii) Saikxdra blidvand.—‘ Endless is the cycle of transmigration;

painful is every form of life; there is no happiness in any

of the four conditions of existence; devas, human beings,

animals and residents of hells are all involved in pain and

misery of some kind or other; rnokm alone is blissful and

free from pain; the wise should, therefore, only aspire

for moksa ; all other conditions are temporary and painful.’

(iv) Ekatva bhdvand •

—
‘ Alone does the jlva come into the world;

alone does he leave it to be re-bora elsewhere; alone does

he bear the consequences of his karmns; therefore, one

should bestir oneself for the destruction of barmas.'

(v) Anyatva bhdvand.—‘ Soul is distinct from the body
; it is also

distinct from one’s wife and child; at the moment of
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death it leaves them all—its body, relations and the like

—behind; when one’s body even is not one’s own, what

good is to be had out of regarding any one else as one’s

own? ’

(vi) Aiuchi bhdoand .
—

‘ The body is full of foul matter; it is con-

stantly passing out filth; if its skin be removed, it will

cease to be attractive; it cannot be purified by unguents

and scents; it is only a store-house of impurities; fseces,

saliva, etc., does it contain; fool, indeed, is he who allows

such a body to become his master; it is to be treated as

a slave .

’

(vii) Asrava bh&vwnd.— ‘ Asrava is the cause of the influx of karmas;

all kinds of evil arise from it; the wise should know and

understand the nature of asrava, and control his conduct.’

(viii) Samvara bharana (meditation on the nature of sarhvara).

(ix) Nirjard bharana (meditation on the nature of the nirjard

tattva).

(x) IjOka* (universe) bhdvanu, (one should meditate on the form,

material and nature of the three worlds).

t —— ... — — —————— —

—

—

* Meditation on the form of the universe, its principal divisions and the conditions

of life which prevail therein ie called lokabhaiwna The infinity of akafa (space) is divid-

ed into two parts, the lot dkdia (universe) and the alokdkdsa (the region beyond the uni

verse) Nothing hut pure space is to be lonnd in the alokdkdta, while the lokakata con-

tains the remaining five substances, namely, ]iva, matter, tune, dharma and adharma,

without -which there ran be no universe. The form of the universe ( lokal.dia

)

is that of

a spindle resting on half of another, and resembles the figure of a man standing with

his arms akimbo. The middle part of this man-shaped universe is the madhyaloka (the

middle region), the upper the urdhvaloka (celestial region) and the lower the adholoka

(the nether region) The celestial region consists of sixteen heavens on eight storeys,

nine upper heavens (graiveyakas), nine anudttas and five anuttaras (still

higher regions of devas), with the place of residence of the Siddhatmans at

the extreme top. The madhyaloka comprises a very large number of continents

and seas, with the Jamba dvipa, of which our little earth forms a part, in the oentre.

Below the madhyaloka are the dwellings of certain kinds of beings

—

bhavanardsin devas

and others of their type. Below these are the seven hells, one on the top of another,

while the lowest part of the universe is called nigoda.

As regards the conditions of life which prevail m the different parts of the universe,
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(xi) Bodhidurlabha bhavand.—‘ Difficult is it to acquire tEe human
form

;
having acquired it, it is difficult to know the truth

;

having known the truth, it is difficult to have faith in

it; having acquired faith in the truth, difficult it is to

practise it; therefore, no opportunity should be lost in the

acquisition of the Three Jewels (Eight Faith, Right Know-

ledge and Eight Conduct).’

(xii) Dharma bhavand.— ‘ Dharma (religion) without mercy is but

a form of mithydtva (falsehood)
;
dharma is the reflection

of the divine effulgence of the dtman; without dharma,

moksa (freedom) cannot be attained; true dharma is the

source of life and joy to all living beings; dharma, there-

fore, must be observed in all things.’

the devas enjoy great felicity which increases the higher we ascend. In the lowest, heavens,

the devas and devanganas (wives of devas) enjoy long life and cohabit like human beings,

they have no bones in their bodies, which are resplendent and shining, and are capable

of assuming any desired form by the mere force of will. As we rise higher in the

celestial region, the method of the gratification of sex-passion becomes leBg and less gross

in form—in some heavens satisfaction resulting from mere contact, in others from per-

ception, conversation, and so forth—-till it finally disappear m the tjratveyaha i , where

there are no devanganas.

Longevity also varies m the different heavens, becoming longer and longer as we

go up, till the longest ayuh m the last anultara comprises no less than thirty-three

sdgaraa (oceans) of years. The residents of the highest avuttaras have only one more

earth-Ufe to undergo before final emancipation.

In the madhyaloka
,
human beings are found in different places, in the first two

and a half continents which cover the entire region illumined by the Sun. The condi-

tions of life differ in these regions also, owing to the influence of the motion of suns,

stars, moons and other heavenly bodieB. In some places men enjoy great felicity, almost

equalling that of devas, while m others, such as our little earth, the conditions of life

vary with the periods of time.

As regards the conditions of existence in hells, life is more and more painful as

we descend to lower and lower regions. Duration of life also increases proportionately

in the lower helle, varying from 10,000 years in the first hell to thirty-three sSgaras in

the lowest, t.e., the seventh. The nigoda is the place into which fall all those who com-

mit the worst kinds of sins. These are they who may be Baid to go to the ' outer dark-

ness’ in the language of the Bible. Their case is hopeless, and, although they might

comq out of it again, no one can say how long they might have to remain there. Ex-
cruciating pain, extreme misery and unbearable torment at the hands of their neigh-

bours and superiors are the characteristics of existence in hells. The residents of these

unhappy regions are all neuter, and spend their time m lamentation and anguish.
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5. The endurance, with equanimity and cheerfulness, of the

twenty-two forms of hardship (part$aha) consequent on (i) hunger,

(ii) thirst, (iii) cold, (iv) heat, (v) insect-bite, (vi) nakedness, (vii) dis-

agreeable surroundings, (viii) sex-passion, (ix) pain arising from the

duty to be moving about, (x) discomfort caused by the observance of

rules as regards sitting or lodging in certain kinds of places, (xi) suffer-

ing due to the observance of regulations concerning sleeping, (xii) abuse,

(xiii) ill-treatment, (xiv) begging, (xv) disappointment from getting no

food, (xvi) disease, (xvii) thorn-pricks, (xviii) bodily dirt and impurities,

(xix) disrespect shown by men, (xx) non-appreciation of learning,

(xxi) persistence of ignorance, and (xxii) the existence of causes which

tend to interfere with faith.

6. Right conduct which includes:—
(a) fire kinds of spiritual purity

—

(i) equanimity,

(ii) penalties for faults arising from inadvertence, or negli-

gence, on account of which one loses equanimity,

(hi) refraining from himsa,

(iv) control of passions, and

(v) contemplation of one’s own atman-,

and

(b) observance of vows

—

ahimsa, truthfulness, non-stealing, celi-

bacy and non-attachment to the objects of the senses.

In connection with samvara
,

it is important to note that a full

acquaintance with the subject of asrava is necessary to avoid confusion

of thought, in reference to the determination of the rules of proper con-

duct. We have already dealt with this subject in a general way in the

fourth chapter, but as it is of paramount importance to be acquainted

with the special causes of specific Ttarmas, we shall enter into a more

detailed description of them here.

F.6
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To begin with the group of harmas known as the jndndvarariiya, we
notice that the energies which fall under this head are all those which

are characterised by the property of offering obstruction to knowledge.

Their causes, therefore, must be such as have a tendency to obliterate

existing knowledge or to obstruct the acquisition of truth. Analysis

of these causes would show them to fall under two different heads, name-

ly, the endeavour to hold hack, conceal or evade truth, and non-exertion

in the right direction for its acquisition. The former comprise all those

tendencies of the mind which aim at obscuring the real point in issue

by evasion, perversion, subterfuge, mysticism, false interpretation,

hypocrisy, deceitfulness, misplaced subtlety, and the like ; and the latter,

such traits as physical laziness which prevent study and the acquisition

of truth. According to the Jaina Siddhanta, the following, amongst

others, are the main causes of the jnanavaraniya. type of karmas:—
(1) maintaining silence horn of resentment of hatred, in the presence

of one who is imparting true knowledge;

(2) knowing the truth and yet excusing oneself, when questioned,

on the plea of ignorance

;

(3) withholding truth under the apprehension that the questioner

would become equally wise;

(4) interfering with the advancement of truth and learning, or

preventing the acquisition of knowledge;

(5) condemning the truth when propounded b\ another;

(6) finding fault with truth itself;

(7) laziness;

(8) indifference to truth;

(9) disrespectful attitude towards the Scripture of Truth;

(10) pride of learning;

(11) teaching or preaching falsehood

;

(12) running down the truly wise; and

(13) a general encouragement of falsehood.

There are many other such causes which the reader will have no
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difficulty in ascertaining1 for himself. As regards the three higher forms

of knowledge, the avadhi (clairvoyance), the 7nanahparyaya (telepathy)

and the kevala jlianas (omniscience), they are obstructed by lack of

inner concentration of mind due to sensual lust, passions, worry and the

like, since they arise in the consciousness of advanced mums (ascetic

saints), who become established in the contemplation of their dtmcms.

The specific causes of the darianavaraniya group of karmic forces

are those which interfere with the different kinds of perceptive faculties.

Kevala daHana is the natural function of jiva dravya, and arises from

the destruction of the ghdtiyd karmas. The causes which obstruct its

manifestation, therefore, are all those that give rise to the ffhaUyd

karmas. The same is the case, to some extent, with avadhi dartana,

(clairvoyant vision) which also arises from a partial destruction of evil

karmas. Hence, anger, pride, deceit and greed, which deprive the

soul of mental serenity and lead to worry and disquietude of mind, are

directly the causes of the obstruction of these two kinds of darfana

(perception).

Turning to chaksliu darfana (vision), its development and function-

ing are generally prevented by the malformation of the eyes or visual

centres of the brain. In either case, it is the clogging of some part of

the organic structure which is responsible for the total or partial

destruction of vision, while the clogging itself is due to the lodgment

of particles of matter in a place where they should not be. Improper

exercise of the function of vision; such as pretending not to see,

affecting disgust at the sight of a being or thing, especially when he

or it happens to be an object of worship and veneration, and other like

deeds, which throw the organs of vision into an unnatural, strained or

crooked attitude, and thereby allow the incoming particles of matter

to find a lodgment in a place not intended for them, are the main causes

of a total or partial absence of vision. Besides these, the influence of

‘ suggestion ' as a general psychological cause of malformation 1b not to

be ignored, and many cases are reported in the records of psychical

research in which the sight of painful wounds and the like has occasioned

similar conditions in the beholders thereof. Hence, acts such as pulling

out the eye-balls of another from their sockets, and then feeling delight
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at the unhappy condition of the victim of one’s fiendish tyranny, are

also calculated to deprive one of vision. Delighting in interfering with

another’s beholding a Jaina saint, preventing him from having access

to an object of worship, such as Scripture, from motives of hatred,

and the like, are also causes which lead to the loss of vision in a

subsequent re-birth, and, may be, in this very life.

Similar considerations also govern achakshu darSana, which means

perception with the help of the remaining four senses other than sight.

As regards the different kinds of sleep, it is to be observed that sleep

is inconsistent with the nature of the soul which is pure consciousness

or intelligence, but is forced on it in consequence of its union with

matter. Hence, when the soul's union with matter becomes less

overpowering in nature, as happens in the case of true munis (ascetic

saints), sleep, somnolence, and all other forms of stupor which are

matters of daily experience to all spiritually undeveloped souls, lose

their hold on the jlra.

The causes of the different forms of stupor and sleep are various

;

they are caused by mental worry, passions, and the like and also by

foods which augment somnolence, laziness and lethargy of body or mini.

We now come to the third group of karmic energies, known as

vedaniya. Bearing in mind what has been said about the power of sug-

gestion and the negative attitude of the soul in connection with the other

kinds of karmas, it can he readily seen that the causes which give rise

to the experiences of pleasure and pain must be as follows:—
(a) in the case of pleasurable feelings, sympathy, gift (of four

kinds, viz., of medicine, food. ‘ protection ’ and knowledge),

piety, renunciation, purity of the mind, speech and body,

mercy, tranquillity and the like, and

(h) in the case of unhappy experiences, the causing of pain to

others and also to one’s own self, grief, vain regrets, weep-

ing and also causing others to weep, killing or injuring

others or oneself, back-biting, abusing, hard-heartedness,

terrorising and all those other forms of action which are

opposed to the causes enumerated under the preceding head.
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The nest group of karmas which demands our attention is mohaniya,

which is of two kinds, dariana-mohamya and chdritra-mohaniya. The

causes of the former kind are, (a) showing disrespect to the kevah (the

soul who has conquered the four kinds of his ghdtiya karmas, and has

attained to omniscience), (6) finding fault with the Scripture of truth,

t.e., the teaching of Jainism, (e) regarding a true muni as a charlatan,

(d

)

imputing impiety to the residents of heavenB and (e) treating religion

with contempt.

Chdritra-mohaniya is caused by such conduct as the failure to con-

trol desires and passions, abuse, idle talk, causing pain to another, keep-

ing evil company, grief, deiight in injuring others, heartlessness, back-

biting, despising virtuous men and the like. The sex-passion peculiar

to women is caused by becoming deeply attached to another man’s wife,

and by developing habits of thought and traits of character peculiar to

women
;
the male sex-passion by milder forms of anger and greed, by

sexual purity and by having no desire for the embellishment of one’s

body
;
and the neuter sex-passion by the intensity of the four kinds of

passions (anger, pride, deceit and greed), castration, unnatural gratifica-

tion, imputation of unchastify to a chaste and virtuous woman, and by

madly falling in love with the married spouse of another.

The causes of the specific energies of the four kinds of dyuh karma

are those which determine the duration of the association of the taijasa

and the karmdna iariras with the body of gross matter. This depends

on the quality of the material of the outer body and on the nature of its

association with the other two, and is ultimately traceable to the good

or bad karvtas of the jiva himself.

Of the four kinds of ayuh, karma, the first, namely, (Leva dyuh,

depends on the ethereal body of devas which results from pure thoughts

and actions, such as observance of vows, non-injuring, truthfulness,

chastity, non-stealing and non-attachment. According to the Scripture

no one who has already engendered the ayuh, karma of life in hells

(ruiraka dyuh

)

can have sufficient strength of will left fb observe the five

vows of a Jaina householder. The second, t.e., mami$ya (human dyuh),

is the fruit of actions of a middling-type, such as partial control of the

senses, desires, passions and the like.
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The third, or the animal form of life, is forced on the soul in con-

sequence of a slavery to the senses, regardless of the means employed

for their gratification. Sensual lust, deceit, the preaching of falsehood

for procuring livelihood, excessive grief, intense aversion to any particular

being or thing, giving free reins to imagination to dwell upon the details

of past or expected future experiences of sexual and other kinds of bodily

pleasures, and praying for future prosperity to indulge in the delights

of the senses to the full, are some of the causes that lead to re-birth in

the animal kingdom, and determine the longevity of the different types

of animal life.

The fourth kind of dyuh, i.e., that peculiar to the lesidents of hells,

is the consequence of the worst forms of falsehood, pangraha (attach-

ment to the objects of the senses), passions, evil thoughts., himsd (injury')

and the like.

The duration* of life in the tour gatis (conditions of life, dera,

mamtsya
,
etc.) is given by the Si drilla Bhagavdns to vary from less than

* To understand the nature of the ayuh karma
,

it is neceBaary to bear m mind the

fact that birth and death ore two alternating phases of life of the soul involved in the

cycle of transmigration. Neither pure spirit nor matter is, in any sense, liable t ) suffer

death, since the unit of each is a simple, that is to say, indivisible and indestructible sub

stance, and, therefore, not liable to disintegration.

The karmana sanra of the unemancipated soul which is the product ol the union

of spirit and matter, is the factor winch determines the liability to Inrfb and death, for

so long as it exists—and it is only destroyed just prior to the oolaiunieiit of final email

oipation—it remains liable to changes ol form resulting from the processes of inflow ot

matter into, and of its removal from, the constitution of the soul Time, the nh qmfous

medium of change, aptly called kala (death), because of a change of condition being the

essence of death, also tends to bring about a dissolution ol form, iu con

sequence of the operation of bodies on one another Thns, while the bondage of the soul

is prolonged by the fresh influx of matter, great changes take place periodically, quali-

tatively and quantitatively, m the composition and structure of the karmana iartra When
the soul’s association with its outer body is rendered impossible in cousequenee of these

changes, or from any other cause, it departs from it, and is then said to die. Its death,

however, is a signal for a fresh outburst of its organising activities elsewhere, for it is

immediately attracted into a now womb, and at once proceeds to organise—mechamc..i!y,

no doubt—a new outer body for itself. The force which determines the length of the

period of the association between the soul and its outermost body is called the ayuh

karma. This association is liable to come to an end either (1) naturally, as the culmina-

tion of the incessant processes of change and re-adjustment going on internally, or (2) by

the separation of the soul from its gross body, in consequence of the impairment or des-
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48 minutes in the human and tiryancka kingdoms to 33 sdgaraj (oceans)*

of years in the highest heaven and the lowest hell. The shortest dura-

tion of life in hell is 10,(XK) years ip the first hell, and the same is the

shortest duration of deva-ayuh in the lowest heaven. There is no pre-

mature death in the celestial or nether regions, though the beings be-

longing to the human and tiryancha gat,is may die before the exhaus-

tion of their ayuh karma.

The causes of the principal ndma karma prakntis, broadly speaking,

resolve themselves into two general types, the iubha (auspicious) and

the aiubha (inauspicious). Those of the first kind are pure holy thoughts,

straightforwardness, honest behaviour, frankness, candour, fair-dealing,

love of truth, and the like; while those of the second are trickery, dis-

honesty, perversion of truth, falsehood, cunning, keeping false weights

and measures, preparing false accounts, making faces, mimicry, preju-

dice, fanaticism, merriment at the malformation of others, and all other

actions of a similar type which imply a distorted frame of the body, or

mind, or both.

The causes of the hrthamlcara ndma karma prakriti, the holiest and

most auspicious of all the kubka energies of karma, are
: (1) perfect

Iruction of some vital organ or organs. The distinction between these two kinds of causes

of death lies m the fact that, while the association of the soul with its gross body is

rendered impossible in consequence of the changes in the. structure of the karmarta farJra

m the one case, in the other it is due to the impairment or destruction of some vital organ

of the outermost body itself. Hence, premature death is a possibility of experience where

the outermost body is liable to he destroyed accidentally, but not where it enjoys an

immunity from accidents, as is the ease with the vaikriyaka body (of devas and resident#

of hells), the parts of which, as the Scripture shows, immediately join again on being

pierced or cut Those who maintain that no one can die before his time, necessarily deny

premature death, hut tliov forget that the force which regulates the natural duration of

life necessarily resides in the karmdna iarira, while an accidental termination of life is

the result of forces operating from without. The unconsumed residue of ayuh karma is,

in cases of accidental death, dissipated at onoe.

It is also evident from the nature of the ayuh karma that the idea of a perpetua-

tion of the physical life is a self-contradictory one. The ayuh karma is like a lump of

sugar placed in a flowing channel of water, and is bound to he dissolved sooner or later.

Nor is it possible to reinforce a force generated in a past life, for the nucleus of the

past is like the effervescence of aerated water which cannot be augmented afreah by any

means.

* A very large number.
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faith, (2) control of passions, (3) observance of vows, (4) constant medi-

tation on the tattvas, (5) fear of re-birth (smhsdra), (6) unstinted charity,

(7) performance of austerities, (8) protection of munis (ascetics) engag-

ed in tapa, (9) nursing and otherwise tending sick saints, (10) devotion

to the omniscient hrthamkara and reflection on His virtues and attri-

butes, (11-12) reverence for the acharya (Pontiff), the upddhydya

(Teacher or Preceptor), (13) reverence for the Scripture, (14) due observ-

ance of the six essential rules of conduct: [(i) daily meditation, (ii)

praise of the 24 tirthdriikaras, (iii) salutation to one of the Masteis,

(iv) confession of sins, (v) study and (vi) self-contemplation with a dis-

claimer of the sense of attachment to the physical body], (15) teaching

and preaching the doctrines of Jainism, with a view to remove the dark-

ness of ignorance from the world, and (16) cherishing great love for

all true believers.

It is worth while to note that the ndma karma is chiefly concerned

with the formation of the limbs of the physical body which is organised

by the soul with its own inherent energy. At the end of each form of

life a mechanical re-adjusting of the ‘ liquid ’ compound consisting of

the jiva and the matter of its two inner bodies, the karmdna and the

taijasa, takes place, altering its constitution and the type of its rhythm,

in obedience to the influence of the forces stored up in the mass. The

resulting form is the seed of the next life, the rhythm of which re-

presents the sum-total of the forces which are to come into play in the

body to be organised in the new surroundings to which it is immediate-

ly mechanically drawn. The number of these types of rhythm—Plato

would have called them ‘ Ideas ’—is 84,00,000, as given in the Scrip-

ture, It is the rhythm of the seed-like compound of spirit and matter

which, consisting, as it does, of the different kinds of karmic energies,

is responsible for the formation of the various limbs of the body. Each

time that the soul, enshrouded in its two inner coats of matter, enters

a new ‘ womb ’ suitable for the organisation of a body, it absorbs or

attracts to itself, particles of matter which, in consequence of the opera-

tion of the different kinds of energies residing in the kdrmdna Sarlra,

are used for the organizing of the numerous bodily organs. The com-

plexity of the organism is thus due to the complexity of the forces
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•residing in the tiny globule of spirit and matter—the karmana

sarira.

We may now proceed to consider the nature of the causes of the

seventh group of kamm, namely, gotra, which determines the circum-

stances of life. Obviously the status of the soul, whether high or low,

depends on the status of the family in which it takes its birth; and the

birth in a particular family is the consequence of its being drawn to a

particular
4 womb ’—the word is here used in its widest sense includ-

ing the upapada* the garbharf and the tamvmrackh<ma% forms—-by

the mechanical action of its inherent force, the result of its own actions

in a past life.

The type of actions which lead to a low status includes pride of birth,

lineage, descent, beauty, or learning, the insulting of others for their

low birth, .and the like, also want of respect for the Deva (the holy

Tirthamkara), Gum (spiritual teacher) and Sattra (Scripture), and de-

lighting in proclaiming the low status and circumstances of another.

The opposite kinds of actions, such as self-abnegation, humility, wor-

ship of the true Deva, Guru and Sdstra, lead to birth in a high family

and happy, prosperous surroundings.

We now come to the eighth and the last group of karmas, the an-

tnriiya. Its causes may be briefly said to consist in those actions of the

soul which tend to interfere with the full development of the functions

and faculties, as well as with the freedom of action of another. The

following are fairly typical of this kind of actions
:
preventing another

from making a gift, robbing others of their success in their enterprise,

spoiling and marring the enjoyment of another, or depriving him of

the opportunity for the full development of his natural powers and func-

tions. The marrying of little children or of young girls to aged men,

the misappropriation of charity-funds, neglecting to educate one’s

* Upapada is the method of birth of devat and residents of bells, who are born

without conception and attain to adolescence at once.

f Garbha means conception in consequence of sexual congress.

X Sam-murachhana is the form of birth in which the soul directly attracts particle#

of matter to itself to organise its body. It ia found in those low forms of life in the

animal and vegetable kingdoms which are not bom after the manner of garbha.

F. 6
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children, preventing one's servants and dependents horn following the

path of true dharnut, and many other similar acts of omission and com-

mission are also causes which engender the antaruya karma. Yirya or

the fifth kind of antardya is also caused by foods which augment

laziness and foster lethargy of mind, or body, or both.

The above is a fairly complete list of the specific causes of the dif-

ferent kinds of karmas, and although it is possible to cany on the process

of analysis further in the domain of cauaalty, it will serve no useful

purpose to analyse these causes still further. It may, however, be point-

ed out here that many of the actions described as the causes of the dif-

ferent kinds of karmas might, at first sight, appear to have little or no

causal connection with the energies they are described as engendering,

but a careful study of the motives from which they proceed aud of the

accompanying attitude, or condition, of the soul would at once reveal

them to be true to their description. For instance, the reader may well

ask what is the causal connection between the act of marrying one’s

children at an early age and the resultant energy of the wntardya karma,

but if he will take into consideration the state of the mind of the parent

•who acts in this manner, he will soon discover that the latter has no

idea of the evil consequences which result from the uniting of little ones

in the lionds of matrimony, and is purely guided by what he considers

to be conducive to his owu pleasure. Thoughtlessness and selfishness,

thus, are the causes which lie at the back of this evil practice, aud these,

undoubtedly, are the signs of soul’s negativity, the chief cause of all

kinds of weakness. Besides this the form of pleasure wThich one can

possibly derive from marrying one’s child at an early age, being purely

of a sensual type, and consisting, ns it does, in the giving of feasts, the

performance of nautch and the like, clearly points to the fact that the

mind is completely taken up with the gratification of the senses.

We thus have soul’s negativity coupled with the desire for sense-

gratification
; and these combined lead to an influx of material particles

which easily find a lodgment in, and tend to clog up, certain parts of

the kdrmana tarira upon which depend the organising and functioning

of all bodily organs. Now, since the idea and actual sight of little

children playing the role of married people is pregnant with the sug-
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gestion of the abeyance of sexual function, tho inflow of matter takes

place in and clogs the very centres which are concerned in the formation,

development and proper functioning of the generative organs. The

result is that the antaraya karma of the third and fourth kinds is gene-

rated at once, the consequences of which shall have to be borne by the

soul in its present or future life or lives.

This one illustration practically disposes ol all other karma-en-

gendering actions whose causal connection with the specific energies

they give birth to may seem to be too far-fetched or remote. It should

also be distinctly understood that habits play no unimportant part in

the operation of the force of karma, since an action repeated a number

of times has a tendency to become automatic.

Thus, the operation of the law of karma is governed by the two fol-

lowing rules, namely, (i) every action affects that part of the karmarut

katira which corresponds to the physical organ concerned, or involved,

in its performance, or in the mental suggestion relating to its perform-

ance, and (ii) every repetition leans towards the automatism of habit.

So far as the first of these two rules is concerned, it is not difficult

to perceive that the influx of matter should affect the kdrmana kirira in

a part corresponding to the physical organ involved in the doing of any

particular act, because it is the organ principally concerned in the deed,

and, therefore, the only natural seat of influx.

As regards the second rule, also, it is clear that habit implies au

unconscious intensification of the impulse to act, and means neither

more nor less than the tightening of bonds, though in the case of virtu-

ous deeds every repetition has the effect of making the bondage more

and more pleasant.

Those who do not control their passions and evil actions, thus, run

the risk of becoming perfect slaves to their sway, and may have to

experience consequences which they little dream of in this life.

:o:



CHAPTER VI

NIRJARA

The ceaseless activity of the samsari soul, while responsible for its

ever-renewing bondage, is also the cause of its constantly changing cir-

cumstances. As new particles of matter flow into the kdrmdva sarira,

they ceaselessly modify its constitution, while old particles are being dis-

lodged and displaced and ejected.

In this respect the 1:drman a .(anra resemble^ the surface of a pond

fed by a channel in which the processes of inflow and evaporation of

water are constantly going on. This mechanical process of ‘ evapora-

tion ' of Jcarmas is called savipdka nirjara, which means the removal of

matter from the kdrmdna iarira in the ordinary course of things. The

other kind, called avipdka, is the process of the removal of matter, and

the consequent destruction of karmic energies, by individual exertion

;

and it is this second kind of mrjard which is the direct cause of moksa.

Avipdka nirjara consists in the peiformance of tapa which literally

means heating. As pure gold can be easily separated from alloy by

putting the impure compound on fire, so can a jtva free himself from the

various kinds of karmas by tapa (asceticism). It should be borne in

mind that dependence on any outside agency for the removal of one’s

karmic bonds not only means so much time wasted, but is also fraught

with the most harmful consequences. Our investigation into the nature

of the bonds which hold us tight in their grip has revealpd the fact that

they arise only from our own desires, beliefs, passions and the like, and

cannot be destroyed, by any possibility, so long as we do not obtain full

control on our own actions. The training of the individual will, then,

is the only way to salvation, and it is no exaggeration to say that no one

who does not seriously take himself in hand has the least shadow of

a chance of acquiring the freedom of Gods.

44
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Tapa is of two kinds, b&hya, and antarcmga, the one signifying the

controlling of body, and the other of mind. The former of these con-

sists in the process of self-restraint, and is of the following six kinds :—
(i) Anaiana, or fasting, the frequent observance of which is well-

calculated to purify the sense-organs, on the one hand, and

to lessen the sense of attachment to the objects of bodily

enjoyment on the other.

(ii) Avamodarya, or the avoidance of full meals. The habitual prac-

tising of this form of self-restraint would go a long way
towards eradicating laziness from the system and would

impart fresh energy to the mind.

(rii) Vnta parisankhydna
,
or putting restrictions in regard to food,

for instance, taking the vow that nothing would be eaten

on a certain day unless it be given by a king or in golden

vessels, and so forth.

(iv) Rasa parityuga, or abstaining from one or more oi the six

classes of eatables, namely, clarified butter, milk, dahi (a

kind of sour milk), sugar, salt and oil, that are termed rasat

(that which impart relish to food).

(v) Bibikta Sayyasana
,

or living in unfrequented places, away

from fhe haunts of men; staying in unoccupied houses, and

the like.

(vi) Kayaklefa, or the practising of bodily austerities such as re-

maining in the sun in summer, standing under a tree in

rain, or on the bank of a river in winter. The object of

kayaldeia is to get over the longing for bodily comfort, and

to prepare the system to bear the inclemencies of seasons

without disquietude of mind.

The practising of these six forms of physical austerities is necessary

for perfection in the antaranga tapa, which is also of six kinds, viz.,

(1) Pf&ya&chitta, the doing of penance for faults committed through

pramdda (laziness).
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(2) Vmaya which is of four kinds, viz.,

(a) dariana vinaya, the establishing of the mind in right belief', or

faith, and showing respect to those who have such belief

;

(

b

) jfiana vinaya, observing due respect for those who are en-

dowed with true wisdom, and the acquisition of jndna;

(c) charitra vinaya, the observance of the rules of conduct be-

coming a layman and a saint, and the reverence of those

who follow these rules; and

(d) upach&ra-vinaya
, behaving with great respect towards the

Scripture of truth, saints and holy personages.

(3) Vaiyavritya
,

serving and attending upon holy saints, and

offering them food, books and the like.

(4) Svadhydya, or the acquisition and spreading of truth with

energy. This is of five kinds, viz., (i) reading, (li) questioning those

more learned than oneself, (iii) meditation, (iv) retaining what is

learnt, and (v) preaching it to others.

(5) Vyutsarga, discrimination between the soul and the body

(6) Dhydna, or contemplation, i.e., the concentration of the mind

on some object, and, in the highest sense, on the soul

Of these six kinds of antaranya tapa, the last, called dhydna, is the

chief cause of moksa, so that the remaining five forms of the internal

and all the six of the physical austerities are only intended as preparatory

steps for its practising. It is to he observed that the desiring manas

(mind) is an extremely swift rover, passing from object to object with

the rapidity of thought, and the hardest thing to control. Unsteady,

full of desires, constantly engrossed in sense-gratification, volatile and

unaccustomed to restraint, it is the principal cause of disturbance in

the purity of dhydna, and capable of upsetting the determination of

all but the most resolute ascetics of indomitable, iron will. The holy

achdryas have, therefore, laid down these scientific rules of aus+eritv to

bring this most intrepid enemy of mankind under the control of will,

so as to enjoy undisturbed contemplation.
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Apart from this the analysis of the attitude of pure contemplation

would show that its attainment is compatible only with the quiescence of

the body and the mind both. Hence, they both must be taken in hand

tor ascetic training, and completely subjugated to the aspirant’s will.

It must be remembered that ascetics do not drop from the sky, but come

from the class of laymen, so that when a layman xs impressed with

the truth of the continuity of life in the future, he begins to reflect on

the circumstances in which his soul would And itself after the somatic

death in this world. Meditation on the nature of the soul and other

substances convinces him of the fact that the making or marring of

his future is a thing which is entirely his own concern, and that as a

sensible man he ought to live the lite which is conducive to his spiritual

good rather than the life ot an animal engrossed in the enjoyment of

the senses.

Arrived at this conclusion, his mind longs to ascertain what others

have said on the subject and to find out if his own conclusions are true.

He then takes to the study of Scripture which is the final authority on

the subject. His faith in the Word of Truth increases with his insight

into the nature ot the tattvas, and he no longer ridicules the descriptions

of things and events in the holy Sustras. His conduct also becomes

characterised by purity of thought, speech and action, and, finally,

when the longing for liberation from the bondage of samsdra (tjansmi-

gration) begins to actuate him intensely from within, he throws off the

shackles of worldly attachment, and takes to tapa. Thus, no one can

become an ascetic without having first undergone the preparatory train-

ing enjoined on the laity, though owing to the fruition of Subha

(auspicious) karmas of a past life, or lives, the course of training may
be considerably shortened in particular cases.

Thus, the spiritual training of the soul consists of two sets of rules,

one of which apply to the laity and the other to those who have reached

the state of vairagya (renunciation). The dynamic power which enables

a man to persevere in the observance of these rules lies in the craving of

the soul for liberation, and the craving itself is rooted in the knowledge

that the life in samsdra is full of pain and misery, and that the soul,

the true source of immortality and Miss, is to be freed from the bondage
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of sin before it can manifest its natural attributes in perfection. It

must be conceded that so long' as the soul depends on any outside agency

for the attainment of its Ideal, it only betrays its inner emptiness and

negativity which are a sure sign of failure in the spiritual realm.

Of the rules prescribed for laymen and saints, those suitable for

the former are divided into twelve vratas (vows) and eleven pratimds,

in addition to thirty-five minor directions for general conduct enjoined

on every householder.

The layman begins with the avoidance of the five aticharas (short-

comings) of faith, namely, (i) entertainment of doubt after once being

convinced of truth, (ii) desire to belong to another faith, (iii) beginning

to doubt the efficacy of the Law (
dharma

)
in moments of suffering,

(iv) praising hypocrites, and (v) constant association with those known

to follow a wrong faith. This will enable him to observe the vows

which mark the first stage of Right Conduct. The twelve vows* are :
—

(i) To refrain from killing and destroying. Killing means the

forcible separation of the body of gross matter from the

two inner bodies, the k&rmana and the taijasa. It is

forbidden, because it is the source of pain to the living

being concerned, and also because it betrays ignorance of

the nature of the soul in the destroyer. Ihiiisd is the

immediate cause of hard-heartedness, and leads to re-births

in hells and to suffering and pain generally. This vow

extends to all kinds of killing whether it be done for sport,

science (vivisection), dress (skin, feathers, and the like),

food, private revenge, or religion (sacrifices). A king who

fights in defending bis empire, however, does not violate

this vow, for his motive is to protect his subjects. The

same is the case with the judge who punishes to maintain

law and order. The vow also extends to such acts as tying

up animals too tightly, beating them mercilessly, cutting

* The first five of these vows are called anu vratas (minor or less rigid vows), the

next three guna vratas (guria = qualities) because they widen the scope of the five anu

vratas

;

and the last font Siksa (study) vratas because of their being helpful in study

and meditation.
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their limbs, overloading them or neglecting to feed them

properly. Of the five types of living beings, the one-

sensed and the like, a layman is forbidden to kill, or

destroy, intentionally and without justification, all except

the lowest (the one-sensed, such as vegetables, herbs,

cereals, etc., which are endowed with only the sense or

touch).

(ii) Refraining from falsehood. This vow is transgresed by re-

vealing the secrets of others, harsh speech, forgery and

the like.

(iii) Stealing or taking what is not freely given is the subject-

matter of the third vow. Selling goods not up to sample,

employment of false weights and measures, adulteration,

counterfeiting current coins and notes, receiving stolen

property, employment or encouragement of thieves, and

harbouring of daeoits ave some of the torms of its trans-

gression.

(iv) Refraining from indulgence in sex-passion. The mum is

naturally enjoined to practise complete control, since sex-

passion is a great enemy of spiritual progress; but the lay-

man only vows to restrict his carnal lust to his married

spouse. Artificial or unnatural gratification, encouraging

others in sexual lust, looking 'lustfully at any woman other

than one's own wife, use of aphrodisiac remedies when

weak, and the like, constitute a transgression of this vow.

(v) Putting a limit on one’s possessions. This is calculated to

lessen constant craving, pride and the sense of material

greatness.

(vi) Setting bounds to one’s travels. This does not, apply to a

muni
,
who is not allowed to use any kind of conveyances

or horses.

(vii) Limiting the number of articles of bhoga (those which can

be enjoyed only once, such as food) and upabhoga (which

can be enjoyed more than once, such as furniture, clothes).

The object being the control of ij (naif = lower nature),

V. 7
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the layman should cheerfully place greater and greater

restrictions on his senses, remembering always that the

aim of life is the attainment of mok$a
1
but not the pursuit

of sensual pleasure or lust.

(viii) The eighth vow is designed to guard against unnecessary evil

befalling others, through one’s carelessness. One should

not wish evil to another, nor think evil of any one. One

should take care not to let oil, milk and other liquid sub-

stances lying about uncovered, for flies and other kinds

of small insects get killed thereby. One should keep as

few weapons as possible. The encouraging of another in

evil deeds is also prohibited. We should not also fear

the loss of any of the good things v\ e have—wealth, friends,,

health, etc., etc.,—nor imagine that conditions of poverty,

disease, ill-luck, and the like are in store for us. Even

undue anxiety to get rid of disease, poverty, and other

undesirable conditions is to be avoided. The vow also

condemns such deeds as rejoicing at the death of another,

approving of another’s crime, speaking ill of one’s enemies,

misrepresenting, desiring the death of auother to come into

his property, or for one’s own safety; giving gratuitous

advice, lending dangerous weapons, such as guns, fishing

tackle and the like; sheer carelessness of thought, word

and action
;
drinking, meaningless chitchat, excessive sleep,

talking about things which do not concern one, writing

immoral books, selling evil medicines and poisons, buffoo-

nery, abuse and all other like forms of thought and deed.

(ix) The samayika vow. It consists in spending a certain amount

of time at least once every day in a particular place,

praising the Teacher, recounting the merits of the Liberat-

ed Souls, repenting of evil deeds, and, in a general way,

cultivating dispassion and the spirit of equanimity.

(x) The tenth vow is a severer form of the sixth, and consists

in limiting one’s movements, at least once a year or so,

to one room or, at the most, to one’s house. This is
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transgressed by ordering things from beyond, or by tran-

sacting business outside the limits,

(xi) The next vow is a severer form of the ninth. Prolonged medi-

tation coupled with fasting is its characteristic. The lay-

man should try to spend a whole day, four times a month,

in holy meditation, and should observe fasting on those

days.

(xii) Sharing one’s food with some holy monk, or a pious Srdvaka

(householder), and giving him presents of books and other

useful articles, at least once a year.

In addition to these twelve, there is another vow which a man on

the point of death is expected to take. Its object is to be inferred

from the following formula in which it is generally worded:

1

1 vow to abstain from the four kinds of eatables, that is, from substantial things,

e.g., bread, dal (pulses) etc , from the dainty tit-bits—cakes, puddings, creams and the

like—from semi-liquids, such as gruel and porridge, and from liquids, e.g., sonps and

sherbets, as bug as I live."

Terrible and cruel as this lust vow may appear to the uninitiated,

it is the severest form of austerity, and, therefore, leads to the greatest

prosperity in the next life. There is no idea of suicide involved in

the operation of this vow, since it is only taken when the last remaining

hope of life is given up. At that supreme moment of life, when fate

may be said to be trembling in the balance, the successful carrying

out of a terrible resolve like this is an ample guarantee of future happi-

ness, for the exertion of will to adhere to its resolve, in the trying

moments of a departing life, goes a long way to remove its negativity,

and thereby enables the soul to attain to the region of heavens where

pain and misery are the least known.

We now come to the eleven pratimas which may be described as

follows :
—

(i) The worship of the true dmta (God, i.e., tirthamkara)
,
guru

(preceptor) and Sastra (Scripture), and the avoidance of

gambling, meat, wine, adultery, hunting, thieving and

falsehood.
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(ii) The Keeping of the vows, and the samddhimarana (the last

vow taken on death-bed).

(iii) The observance of the sdnulyika vow three times a day.

(iv) The observance of the eleventh vow at least four times a month.

(v) Refraining from eating uncooked vegetables, plucking fruit

from a tree, and the like.

(vi) Abstaining from food after sunset.

(vii) Sexual purity now assuming the stricter aspect of celibacy

;

also not decorating one’s person.

(viii) Abstaining from all kinds of occupations and trades.

(ix) Divesting oneself of wealth, that is, dividing one’s property

among one’s sons or heirs, and otherwise training oneself

generally to bear the hardships incidental to a life of

asceticism.

(x) Reducing one’s wants still further, restricting the number of

articles of raiment to an upper and lower garments, eating

only what is permissible, and that only if offered at meal-

times and without special invitation
;

refraining even

from giving advice on matters relating to family honour,

business, and the like.

(xi) The complete renunciation of the households! 's life, retiring

into a forest and adopting (he rules laid down for the

guidance of mvms, retaining only it strip of cloth to cover

one’s nudity.

The Jaina layman is required to be a model of virtue. He should

possess sweet speech, and be devoted to the service of all living * nature.’

He should not disclose the faults of any one, nor betray the confidence of

men. Charity, trustworthiness, equanimity, gratitude and cheerfulness

are amongst the virtues he is required to cultivate. His life should be

characterized by profound thoughtfulness, and he should be always eager

to copy the virtues of others. He should be devoted to dharma (religion),

and detached from irreligion and false doctrines. In the performance

of the six-Md daily duties of his class—worship of the Tirthamkara

(God) and the Preceptor, the study of the Scripture of Truth, and the
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practising of equanimity, charity and self-denial—he should be ever

filled with enthusiasm and eagerness I

The thirty-five rules of good conduct enjoined on a Jaina house-

holder are fully described in Mr. Warren’s ‘ Jainism,’ and may be

summed up as follows :—
“ He should earn his livelihood by honesty, and follow some kind

of business which should not be of an ignoble or degrading nature.

He should not undertake to do more than he can perform. The layman

should marry to avoid promiscuous indulgence. He should not commit

any offence, and avoid deeds which have evil consequences. He should

respect wisdom and admire the wise. He should control his desires and

passions. He should not live in dangerous or infected places, nor in

a country where there is no adequate protection of life or property. He
should walk m 1 he footsteps of the wise and the spiritually advanced,

and should not keep the company of bad persons. He should not build

his house in a place altogether open or too much concealed. He should

dress himself simply, and his expenses should be in proportion to hiB

income. He should follow the customs of the locality where he resides,

unless they involve a violation of the rules of dharma (religion). He
should not eat such tilings as meat, nor take to intoxicants. He should

not slander anybody, especially the king. He should respect his parents,

and uvoid giving offence to others by his actions, maintaining and

preserving those dependent on him. He should live peacefully, res-

pecting and serving the Tirthamkara, the Preceptor, the guest and the

deserving poor, and observing moderation in all things. He should

sympathise with all, but avoid too much intimacy with any. With

regard to the four objects of life—dharma (virtue), artha (wealth),

hama (pleasure) and mok.iha (salvation)—he should never allow the

higher to lie sacrificed for the sake of a lower one. He should daily

read the Scripture and observe the rules of life, excelling in right

conduct and aspiring to rise higher and higher every day. He should

avoid obstinacy and develop a partiality for virtue. His attitude to-

wards religion, philosophy, opinions and beliefs should be that of a

critical student, and he should try to solve all the doubts that arise

in his own mind.”
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If the householder would carefully observe these rules of conduct,

he would come Into the possession of the following twenty-one marks

which every true gentleman should possess. He would be serious in

demeanour, clean as regards both his clothes and person, good-tempered,

popular, merciful, afraid of sinning, straightforward, wise, modest, kind,

moderate, gentle, careful in speech, sociable, cautious, studious, reverent

both to old age and ancient customs, humble, grateful, benevolent, and

attentive to business.

By the time that the householder becomes steady in the observance

of the above rules of conduct and p ratimas he is qualified to become a

muni. The admission into the order of monks is accompanied by the

impressive ceremony of keia-lochana which means the pulling out of

hair. Perhaps this was intended as a test of the true spirit of vairagya,

since the intensity of the feeling of disgust with a puiely animal exis-

tence and the proper observance of the rules of conduct enjoined on a

layman suffice, by themselves, fo bring into manifestation, to a fairly

appreciable extent, certain of the natural powers of the soul which enable

it to endure pain with a cheerful heart. The intoxicating rhythm of

true joy, which is only partially felt by a householder, is one of such

powers, and suffices to make one immune to almost all kinds of bodily

pain.

The beSa-lofhana over, the householder becomes a wanderer, and

dependent for his very subsistence on the charity of others. He may
possess nothing of value—neither clothes, noi metal, nor anything else.

His conducl must be characterised by the highest degree of self-control,

and he should perfect himself in righteousness, mercy, equanimity, re-

nunciation, and all other auspicious qualities of a like nature. His

object being the attainment of absolute freedom from the trammels of

transmigration, he pays no attention to the taunts or jibes of

men, nor to the objects of tbe senses, nor even to the embellishment of

his own person. He aims at the perfection of the holiest form of dhydna

(self-contemplation), the immediate cause of emancipation, and leaves all

other things, such as the embellishment of his physical ‘ prison ’ and
the like, to those who have no desire, or capacity, to realise the great

Ideal of Immortality and Bliss. What others say or think of him does
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not worry him; he is indifferent to the vagaries of fortune and the in-

clemencies of seasons, and steadily pursues the course he has deliberately

adopted for escaping from this Vale of Tears. While as a householder

he had vowed only to spend a certain portion of his time daily in the

reading of Scripture and meditation, he now devotes every moment of

his life to these holy objects, and brings all his energies to bear on the

attainment of pure, undisturbed dhyana. The five great vows which

he now takes are similar to those of the layman, but of unbending

rigidity.

(i) His first vow relates to the observance of ahimsa (non-injury)

in the widest sense. The ascetic must try to avoid even in-

juring the one-sensed form of life to the best of his ability.

He must walk along the trodden path, so as to be able to

detect the presence of any insects; be careful as to the food

that is given him by others; avoid injuring the insects that

might have got into his books, and be circumspect in depo-

siting refuse—excretions and the like—so as not to injure

any insect’s life.

(ii) The second vow enjoins avoidance of untruth, which means

not only the speaking of truth, but also the abstaining from

unpleasant or rude speech. There are five special points

to be observed in connection with speech. One should never

speak without deliberation, nor in wrath. Speech when the

speaker is influenced by greed is to be condemned, and the

same is the case when one is moved by fear. To tell a

falsehood for fun, or from the desire to return a smart re-

partee, is also to be avoided.

(iii) Non-stea'ling. A monk is required to be exceedingly careful

in respect of this vow. He should not even enter any one’s

house without the permission of the owner, though there

be reason to believe that his presence would be welcomed;

nor even use books belonging to a brother monk, without

first obtaining his permission.

(iv) He vow of absolute celibacy. One should not look at the

feminine form, nor occupy any seat previously occupied by
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a woman or by a female animal or an eunuch, nor recall to

mind the incidents of any past experience of pleasure in

connection with the female sex, nor decorate one’B person,

nor eat highly-seasoned food.

(v) The vow of renunciation. All liking tor pleasures of touch,

taste, smell, form (beauty), or word (literature), and for all

the objects of the five senses, also hatred or loathing for un-

pleasant objects, must be completely surrendered to the pur-

suit of the sublime Ideal of the soul. The saint should rid

himself even of the iomstrip.

These are the five great vows of asceticism; and, as stated before,

they differ in the degree of rigidity irom the five similar vows of the

layman.

The aim being the attainment of liberation from the liability to

repeated births and deaths, the ascetic must ardently and earnestly strive

for the emancipation of his soul in every possible way, shunning virtue

as much as vice—since they are both instrumental m the prolongation

of bondage—and trying all the time to establish himselt in the purity of

contemplation of his own effulgent spirit. It is not to be supposed that

the shunning of all kinds of activities of the mind, speech and the body

is tantamount to idleness, pure and simple, or leads to stultification of

character, as some unthinking writers have urged. The piocess of self-

contemplation has nothing in common with laziness or the indolent lack

of character, and aims at the realisation of sleepless bliss, infinite per-

fection, immortality and freedom from all kinds of ties and bonds. There

is no use denying the fact that what we call character means neither

more nor less than a resolute frame of mind, in which all sorts of evil

passions and emotions are generally allowed to be smuggled under the

name. Self-contemplation does not, in any sense, imply the eradication

of will, rather, on the contrary, it leads to its development in the highest

possible degree, so that if the word character be employed in its true

sense, it is only in respect of the Perfect Ones that it can express its

full purport. Nor has the non-performance of virtuous deeds the effect

of exposing the Holy Ones to blame for not doing good; for the kind of

good which flows from the Perfect Ones cannot be equalled by men even
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in imagination. Men generally do good by gifts of money, medicine,

clothes and the like, which, even when we lose sight of the fact that

these things are not always acquired or amassed with a strict regard to

the rules of virtue or good conduct, can only go to afford temporary relief

to the suffering poor, or, at best, enable ihem to stand upon their legs

to enter into the struggle ior life,—to thrive at the expense of their

felllow-beings. The good that constantly flows from the being of the

Perfect Ones is not to be compared with this kind of human philan-

thropy
;
it is the greatest good which one living being can do to another,

and consists in the imparting of the knowledge which would enable eacb

and every soul, who cares to benefit thereby, to attain freedom from all

kinds of bonds, and the perfection and joy of G-ods ! And not only is the

knowledge imparted by the Holy Ones the true source of freedom and

joy, the example set by Them is even more useful to those who aspire to

escape from the pain and misery consequent on embodied life. Their

holy feet have illumined the Path to the highest height of glory, and we

have Their noble example before us to inspire and encourage us in the

pursuit of the Ideal ! Let no one in his senses call this idleness or stulti-

ficatiou of character.

It is true that the Perfect Ones do not concern themselves with the

affairs of men—neither does the Over-Lord of theology, for the matter

of that, else we should not have terrible slaughter of men in wars, to say

nothing of other calamities which periodically befall mankind—but it

is no less true that no righteous request of any true follower of Theirs

ever remains unsatisfied. The explanation of this seemingly inconsistent

statement is to be found in the fact that the will of a true believer (he

who actually believes that the Holy Ones are possessed of all kinds of

perfection, and are now residing at the top of the universe, enjoying the

highest form of bliss) is potent enough to attract to itself all kinds of

conditions of prosperity, and is also capable of drawing the attention of

the higher order of beings (residents of heavens and other kinds of power-

ful beings) who can grant every wish in the twinkling of an eye.

To revert to the rules of conduct laid down for an ascetic, it is to

be observed that he does not adopt the life of hardship under any exter-

nal compulsion, but from a conviction of its being fhe only path to per-

F. 8
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faction and joy. He knows that every weakness overcome is a clear gain,

and remains cheerful under the severest trials and mishaps. As he

advances steadily along the path, he soon begins to feel the natural

delight of his soul, compared with which the ease and pleasure of mil-

lionaires and great potentates of the world loses all its fascination in his

sight. Onward and onward does he press, making fresh conquests every-

day, till the all-illumining effulgence of kevala jndna (omniscience)

bursts on his consciousness from within, on the breaking up of the clouds

of ignorance and sin, amassed together by the four kinds of his ghatiyd

harmas. Devas now come to worship Him, and so do the best of men.

Worshipped and adored by devas and men, the Conqueror lingers in the

world of men till His aghdtiyd harmas are worked off, when He rises to

the top of the universe to reside there, for ever, in the enjoyment of all

those divine qualities and attributes which people associate with their

Gods.

The destruction of the ghatiyd harmas, it should be pointed out, is

accompanied by many kinds of changes in the system of the muni who

makes a conquest of his lower nature ! Sense-perception is lost once for

all and for ever, nerve currents are straightened out and lose their jndna-

and dariana- obstructing crookedness, and the hdrmdna and taijasa

fariras are burnt up, as it were, though they still retain their form,

owing to the influence of the remaining four kinds of harmas. The reason

for this is that the sensory system consists of nervous ‘ threads ’ which

under the influence of the customary forms of activity have become

arranged in certain forms, so that when we check the activity of the

senses and prevent the mind from wandering in its usual haunts, hold-

ing it to a particular point, a kind of strain is produced which tends to

unloosen the very structure of nerves and of the knots formed by them.

If we now persevere in the attitude of concentration for a sufficiently

long period of time, these nervous ‘ threads ’ would become completely

detached from their old groupings, and fall apart. The ascetic, who

knows that the natural ‘ light ’ of his soul is obscured by the ‘ bushel *

of matter, and knows how to remove the cover, concentrates his mind

on those centres of his nervous system which are the least obscured and

affected by matter. As he perseveres in concentration on these centres.
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the nervous ‘ threads ’ which enter into the
‘ warp and woof,’ of the

‘ bushel ’ are loosened and detached from one another, and dispersed in

all directions, leaving the effulgence of pure ' Light * free to manifest

itself. For this very reason, the liability to sleep, which arises from

the preponderance of matter in certain centres of the brain, is also des-

troyed prior to the attainment of kevala jn&na (omniscience).

Dhyana (concentration of mind), thus, is the direct meanB to the

attainment of mokfa. It not only enables one to purge one’s consciousness

of all kinds of evil passions and inclinations by preventing the uncon-

trolled wandering of the mind, but also destroys the veil of matter which

bars the manifestation of one’s divine powers and attributes—omni-

science, bliss and the like. It is, therefore, not surprising that the

Scripture should describe it as the sole means of escape from the bondage

of karvw
,
and should lay down the most minute instructions for its

practising.



CHAPTER VII

MOKSHA

In dealing with, the subject of dhyuiw., it is necessary to bear in

mind the fact that it is the one most difficult thing to practise, and that

all kinds of mental and bodily distractions have to be overcome before

anything approaching steadiness can be acquired by the beginner. It

is, therefore, necessary to know the nature of the causes which interfere

with the fixity of concentration, and lead to unsteadiness of mind. These

causes naturally fall under three different heads, viz .

—

(a) those that concern beliei, or faith,

(b) those which spring from the activity of an uncontrolled mind,

and

(c) those that arise from bodily unsteadiness.

In respect of the first kind of these causes, it is sufficient to point

out that no one is likely to apply himself to the practising of holy con-

centration who is not convinced of the truth. It is, therefore, the first

duty of the aspirant after emancipation to acquire the knowledge of

truth, which can be done by study and meditation. For this purpose

one should cultivate the habit of thinking for oneself, on lines of cause

and effect, that is, scientifically. Naturally, those whose early train-

ing has given them a scientific turn of mind will find it easier to arrive

at the exact truth. The importance of imparting the proper kind of edu-

cation to little children cannot be overrated for this reason; for while

no one whose mind is stuffed with superstition and myth can possibly

grasp the truth without unlearning the ‘ wisdom ’ that was hammered

into his mind in his infancy—and many become too prejudiced against

truth to undergo the unwinding process—he who has received the right

kind of training has all the advantages which open-mindedness, freedom

eo
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from bias and high intellectualism combine to put at the service of every

true student of nature. No one certainly is at all likely to know the

truth who allows prejudice or bigotry to obscure his intellect. Another

thing to bear in mind is that knowledge and belief are two different

things, and have to be distinguished from one another. Many people

profess to believe in a thing, but their actions only show them to be

hypocrites, for the test of belief is tbat it should begin to actuate one

from within as far as his circumstances would permit. It is not meant

that purity of conduct can be acquired all at once, but that regret is

felt at each wrong step taken, and there is a longing to repair the damage

done. Self-chastisement and the actual undoing of the injury inflicted

upon another are the chaiucteri sties of a firm belief, while perfect faith

leads to the avoidance of sinful actions altogether.

The causes which interfere with the acquisition of truth may also

be briefly pointed out. They are three-fold in their nature, and con-

sist in want of respect for the true (leva (God), the true gum (Teacher)

and the true .(antra (Scripture) ; for these are the only source® of right

knowledge from without, and it requires no great familiarity with logic

to predict that he who ridicules any or all oi them necessarily denies the

truth of their Word, and is thereby debarred from the acquisition of

truth. It is also worth while to understand the true functions of these

objects of worship. God is worshipped because He has realised the Ideal

of the soul, because He is a living example for every aspiring soul, and

because He is the true source of religion; the guru is revered because he

imparts true instruction and because without his practical help it will

lie exceedingly difficult, though not impossible, to tread the thorny path

of Self-realisation; and the claim of the fastra to worship rests on the

ground that it is the last resor t in case of doubt, and the only authority

on matters which fall outside the domain of intellect, such as the des-

cription of heavens and hells and the like. The Scripture might, no

doubt, appear at times to be in conflict with the conclusions arrived at

by modern science, but it is necessary to bear in mind the important

fact that the dictum of modern science on matters spiritual is not based

on anything approaching the omniscience of the Perfect Ones, and is

admittedly gronnded on nothing more certain than the weight of prob~
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ability. Above all, the opinion of ill-trained men, and even of scien-

tists, formed as the result of the demolition of mysticism and misunder-

stood theology, is to be accepted with the greatest caution. These gentle-

men, finding the dogmatic preaching of certain obscure and incomplete

systems of theology unreasonable and opposed to the healthy voice of

common sense, are apt to make sweeping assertions about religion, hold-

ing every form of it to be devoid of sense, without properly studying the

subject. If the seeker after truth will not allow his mind to be swayed

by imperfect or inexhaustive research, or one-sided statements of fact,

and retain his composure in the midst of the Babel of voices, he will,

ere long, discover that there is nothing intrinsically absurd in the Scrip-

ture of Truth, even in respect of matters not ascertainable with the

intellect—descriptions of heavens and hells, the past history of saints

and Saviours of mankind and the like. He will find that the intellect

can neither prove nor disprove the Scriptural text in respect of these

matters with conclusive effect, so that he has to fall back upon the

testimony of the Authors of the Scripture till the manifestation of the

higher types of knowledge puts on end to the controversy, by enabling

him to directly perceive the truth for himself. The absolute accuracy

of the text with regard to all matters determinable by reason is a gua-

rantee of its truthfulness even in respect of those which fall beyond its

legitimate province, and suffices to form the basis of faith for the laitv.

In practice it will be seen that the more the Scriptural text is found to

t>e m agreement with the conclusions of an unbiased mind, the greater

ts the respect, and, consequently, also, faith, which it will engender in

the heart.

The layman should begin by harnessing into service study and

meditation which would speedily enable him to discern truth from false-

hood, and prevent him from falling into wrong and unworthy company.

He must then adopt the truth the moment it is discovered, and worship

the true trinity of God, guru and S&ttra till he can stand on his own
legs, that is to say, till he can manage to become absorbed in the

contemplation of his own &tman (soul). Neither the fear of public

opinion, the sense of ridicule, nor any other personal or private motive

should be allowed to stand in the way of adopting the right faith, or
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to constitute an excuse for a policy of procrastination, which not only

delays and retards one's own progress, but also misleads those others

—

children, dependents, friends and the like—who naturally follow one’s

lead in matters pertaining to religion and morality.

We come now to the second daae of the causes which interfere with

the steadiness of dkyana. These comprise all those tendencies and

traits, including passions and emotions, which have their root in desire.

Whenever the mind is engrossed in the pursuit of desire, it displays a

tendency to wander away after its objects, thus robbing the soul of

serenity and peace and the body of ease and restfuilness. The remedy

for this kind of disturbance consists in the development of the spirit of

renunciation, which will engender the state of desirelessness. Renuncia-

tion is developed by study (svadhyaya)

,

the company of saintly persons

(satsangd) and the dwelling of the mind on the twelve kinds of bhdvands

already described. They have always been found to be unfailing wea-

pons of the ascetic against the temptations of the flesh and the world.

The third type of the causes of distraction have reference to the un-

steadiness of the body, and arise from want of control over the bodily

limbs, ill-health, the habit of luxury, i.e,, inability to bear hardships

and the like. The observance of rules which directly aim at imparting

health and strength to the body and the avoidance of the habits of

luxury would be generally found sufficient to bring the physical taber-

nacle of flesh under the control of the will, and to render it capable

of bearing the constantly increasing strain of trials and hardships in-

volved in the severest forms of self-denial. Rood, it should be clearly

understood, plays the mast important part in the physical training

for asceticism, since it directly affects the constitution of the body and

the condition of nerves, which have to be purified of their grossness

before they can respond to impulses of the will, in the desired manner.

Hence, where impure food is allowed to coarsen the matter of the brain

and nerves, it is idle to expect any happy results from the practising

of yoga (asceticism). The aspirant after immortality and bliss must,

therefore, make up his mind to exclude, from his daily memt, all those

articles which augment the prostration of nerves together with those

that do not increase the vitality of the system. Meat and
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wine, which not only tend to coarsen the nerves, but which

also excite unholy passions and desires, at once fall in the category

of things to be avoided, and the same is the case with foods that are

hot, excessively sour, pungent, putrid, stale, unwholesome, and those

which become tolerable after a time, such as tobacco, and the like.

Cereals, vegetables, fruits and nuts, along with milk and its different

preparations (Clarified butter, sour-milk, and the like), sugar and certain

wholesome condiments, go to build up a healthy body, and being deli-

cious, bland and nutritious in their nature, form the best articles of

food. It should also be observed here that the best results only follow

an early attention to the rules of diet and nervous hygiene, and that

delay is not advisable in putting them into practice.

Ease of posture (fauna) is also necessary for steadiness of dhydna,

since no one can remain in an uncomfortable position for a long time.

The general rule with regard to posture is that one should stand or sit

in such a way as to produce the smallest amount of tension in his system,

taking care at the same time not to sacrifice the Bpirit of austerity for the

love of bodily ease.

The following forms of usana have been especially recommended

in the Scripture for the people of this age whose nerves and bones are

of an inferior type, as compared with those of the ancients : (1 )
paryanka

or padma, the sitting posture—holding the head, the chest and the neck

in a line, with legs crossed, and the gaze steadily fixed on the tip of

the nose; and (2) khadga, the standing posture with arms held naturally

by the sides, but not touching the body, the feet placed at a distance

of about two inches from each other and the mind fixed on the point

of the nose. If the rules of proper conduct have been regularly observed,

the aspirant will acquire the ease of posture with a little practice, and

will be able to retain his seat, as long as he pleases, without being

disturbed, otherwise be will have to undergo the preparatory course

before he can hope to subjugate bis body sufficiently to be sure of an

easy posture.

The selection of a suitable place for spiritual concentration is also

essential for practising dhydna
,
since external disturbance is a source

of distraction. The yogi should avoid those places which are inhabited
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by cruel, heartless, selfish, irreligious or quarrelsome men, also those

dedicated to false gods and goddesses, and resort to those associated

with the names of holy Tirthamkwra

t

and saints. The abode of wild

beasts, venomous reptiles, and the like must also be avoided as far as

possible, for similar reasons.

The next thing to be known is prandydma , which means the con-

trolling of breath, and, through it, of the vital force. Prandydma is

very useful for bringing the senses and mind speedily under control,

and consists in three steps, puraka (inhalation), kumbhaka (retention)

and nschaka (exhalation). Puraka signifies taking a full breath, kum-

bhaka, holding it in the region of the navel, and rechaka, exhaling

it slowly and evenly. Straining of every kind is to be avoided in

practising ascetic tapas (austerities), and this is so especially with regard

to prandydma which might cause any amount of injury to the

system if practised rashly, or without due care and caution.

It might be pointed out here that the practising of prdndyama is

enjoined only in the initial stages of asceticism, when it serves as a

useful ally for subduing the senses and mind ; it is actually forbidden

in the advanced stages of meditation, on the ground that it then

interferes with the fixity of dhydna on its object.

When sufficient proficiency is acquired in the practising of

prandyama, the next thing to do is to hold the mind in the region

of the lotus of the heart (the cardiac plexus). The holding of the

mind on a point, called pratyahdra, becomes easy with this practice.

There are ten places in the body for mental concentration, viz., (i) the

two eyes, (ii) the two ears, (iii) the foremost point of the nose, (iv)

forehead, (v) mouth, (vi) navel, (vii) the upper part of the forehead,

(viii) the heart, (ix) the palate, and (x) the place between the two

eye-brows.

Pratyahdra accompanied by meditation is called dhdrand, which

really means the establishing of the object of meditation in the mind.

This being accomplished, dhydna becomes steady and may be kept up

for any length of time undisturbed. Some kind of meditation, no

doubt, is implied in every form of thinking, but the difference between

the perfect dhydna of the saint and the thought-activity of the ordinary

F. 9
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man >liea in the fact that while the former is master of his senses, body

and mind, and may remain absorbed in meditation for as long a time

as he pleases, the latter has never anything more than an unsteady,

wavering and feeble current of thought at hi& command. The result

is that while the yogi solves the riddle of the universe, and ultimately

also establishes his soul in its natural, effulgent purity, the layman

remains entangled in the meshes of his karmas, however much he might

boast of taking a hand in the management of the world.

The instrument which enables the yogi to remove the jddna-and

dariana-obstructing impurities of matter from hie ‘ system ’ is the point

of his highly concentrated manas (attention or mind), which derives its

energy from an indomitable iron will bent upon the conquest of karmat

,

The ‘ sharp ’ point of this powerful instrument, when applied to the

centres of concentration already referred to, begins to pierce the layers

of matter which compose the obstructing veil, and in due course of time,

the duration of which varies with the energy of exertion in each indivi-

dual case, cuts asunder the last knot of karma, flooding the individual

consciousness with the divine effulgence of knowledge, and raising the

conquering soul to the supreme and worshipful status of Godhood.

Such is the physical process of emancipation which is purely scienti-

fic in its nature. As regards the length of time necessary for the

realisation of the Ideal, that really depends on the intensity of dhydna,

or concentration of mind, so that where the will has acquired the

mastery over the desiring nature in the fullest possible degree, an antara-

mahurata (a period of less than 48 minutes) is quite sufficient to destroy

the karmic bonds, while in other cases it may take millions and millions

of years.

Dhydna, it should be stated, is of four kinds:—

(1) arta dhydna which is the cause of pain and arises from dwelling
on the loss of an object of desire, the association with an undesirable
person or thing, bodily suffering, and envy;

(2> raudra dhydna which implies the absorption of the mind in
himsa and other forms of sin

;
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(3) dharrrn dhydna, that is meditation on the teaching of religion

;

and

(4) Sukla dhydna or the pure contemplation of one’s own soul.

Of these, the first two forms are obviously evil, but the third leads

to great felicity in the future re-birth of the soul (if any), and the last

is the direct cause of moksha, that is freedom from the bondage of karma

s

and the turmoils of sarhsdra (transmigration).

Dharma dhydna consists in thinking on the nature, condition and

future prospects and possibilities of the soul, the method of Self-realisa-

tion, the form of final release, the attributes of a Siddhatman, and the

like. The recitation and reading of the holy Scripture and Sastras, as

well as of the biographies of saints and virtuous laymen, meditation on

the different bhdvands (reflections) and nature of tattvas—jiva, ajlva and

the like—the worshipping of deified Souls and the reverence of those

who have given up the world to lead the life of true asceticism are also

forms of the dharma dhydna.

There are the following types of religious meditation (dharma

dhydna) :
—

(i) ajndrvichaya, which is meditation with the aid of Scripture,

(ii) apaya-vichaya, that is dwelling on the means for the destruc-

tion of karmas,

(iii) vipaka-vichaya which means reflecting on the effect of karmas,

and

(iv) samsthdma-vichaya, or reflection on the nature of the universe

and the conditions of life prevailing therein.

Both the layman and the ascetic derive material aid from religious

meditation {dharma dhydna), which, when intelligently practised, never

fails to engender the spirit of true vairagya (renunciation), in the soul,

and prepares it for the practising of the iukla, i.e., the highest form of

dhydna.

Sukla dhydna, in its purest form, signifies an unbroken contempla-

tion of one’s own dtman (soul), and cannot be realised so long as the
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all-illumining kevala jndna (omniscience), does not arise in the con-

sciousness of the jiva. The preparatory course for the realisation of the

Hkla dhydna, therefore, consists in the two-fold method of concentration

and meditation which give rise to the kevala jndna and fix the form of

‘ thought,’

If the reader would bear in mind the fact that belief is tbe builder

of character and that the essence of the soul is pure intelligence, which

is influenced by its own beliefs to suck an extent that it actually be-

comes wbat it believes itself to be, be would not find it difficult to

understand that steadiness of mind is not possible without there being a

corresponding fixity of belief in the first instance. Hence, belief must

first mould tbe essence of spirit before any permanent results are to be

expected. To this end the Scripture enjoins the practising of the

following kinds of dhydna in the final stages of asceticism:—
(1) Pindastha dhydna which consists of five dharands (forms of con-

templation) as follows

:

(a) Prithivi dhdrand. The yogi should imagine a boundless ocean

of the size of madhyaloka, motionless and noiseless, of the

colour of milk, with a huge resplendent lotus of a thousand

petals and a bright yellow stem of the height of Mount

Meru in its centre. On the top of this stem he should

place, in his imagination, a throne ot the brightness of

moon, and should imagine himself seated on this throne,

in a calm and peaceful attitude of the mind, firmly estab-

lished in the belief that he is fully capable of destroying tbe

eight kinds of karmas, which hold him in captivity and
bondage.

(h) AgnPyi dhdrand- TV hen the prithivi dhdrand becomes firmly

fixed in the mind, the yogi should imagine himself seated

as before, and should further imagine a small lotus of

sixteen petals in the region of his navel, with the sixteen

vowels 3T (a). WT (81, * (i), f (T),3 (u). « (r,\ * (n). * (iT), g
(i0> (li), (e), h (ai), 9ft (o), 937 (au), (an#) and 9T: (ah),

inscribed on its sixteen petals (one on each), and the holly
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syllable gf (the middle part of the word arhanta%lijS) on „

its stem, shining like burnished gold. He should then

imagine smoke slowly emanating from the upper Btroke of

the holy syllable {%) and, assuming the form of a flame

of fire, scorching and burning up, in the region of the

heart, another lotus of eight petals representing the eight

kinds of karmas. The fire is finally to be imagined as

having spread to all parts of the body, surrounding it in

the form of a triangle, burning and reducing it to ashes.

(c) Asvasani dharana, which consists in the contemplation of

powerful winds blowing away the ashes of the body from

the soul, and scattering them about in the four directions.

(id
)
Varuni dharana. The yogi now imagines a great downpour

of rain which washes away the remnants of the ashes of

the body from the soul, leaving the latter in the condition

of its natural purity, that is as the pure effulgence of in-

telligence.

(
e
)
Tattva-rupdvati dharana. The yogi now contemplates his

soul as the possessor of all the divine attributes and quali-

ties, having an effulgent ‘ body ’ of pure, radiant spirit,

free from all kinds of karmas and material encasements,

and the object of worship and adoration on the part of

devas and men.

(2) Padastha dhyana which means contemplation with the aid of

holy mantras (sacred formulas), such as ’SSrifSTHi (
namoarhantdmm),

and the concentration of mind on the centres of dhyana.

(3) Rupastha dhyana consisting in the contemplation of the holy

form of arhanta (Tirthamkara)

,

seated in the celestial pavilion, attended

by Indras (rulers of devas, or heavenly kings), of radiant, effulgent

glory, spreading peace and joy all round.

(4) Rupdtita dhydma, or meditation on the attributes of the siddhM-

man. This form of dhyana consists in the contemplation of the pure

qualities of the perfect, bodiless Souls accompanied with the belief that

he who is engaged in meditation is also endowed with the same attributes.
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The above are the different forms of dhyana which lead to what ia

called nirvikalpa samadhi, the purest form of self-contemplation. In

(this state the necessity for thinking is replaced by the all-illumining,

all-embracing hernia, jnana (omniscience), and the soul directly per-

ceives itself to be the most glorious, the most blissful, the all-knowing

and all-powerful being, and becomes absorbed in the enjoyment of its

svdbhdvik (natural) ananda (happiness), free from all kinds of impurities

and bonds.

We have already sufficiently described the nature of the pindastha

dhyiiiM; the padastha need not be dwelt upon any longer in this book,

since a knowledge of Sanskrit is necessary for its practising; but the

rnpastha and the rupdtUa forms of contemplation deserve a word of

explanation. Of these, the former, i.e., the rupastha, is the form of

the bhakti-marga (the Path of Devotion) par excellence, since it directly

enables the soul to attain to the form and status of God. The form of

the paramdtman is first intellectually determined and then contemplated

upon with unwavering fixity of attention, till it become indelibly fixed

in the mind. This being accomplished, the ascetic now resorts to the

fourth form of dhyana, the rvpatHa, and with its aid transfers the

impress of the paramdtman from his mind to the essence of his jlva or

soul-substance, which, in obedience to the law—as one thinks so one

becomes—itself assumes that very form, manifesting, at the same time,

in the fullest degree, the attributes of perfection and divinity, arising

from the action of the concentrated point of attention on the matter of

the nervous centres, as described before.

It will not be out of place here to point out the nature of the trouble

which is sure to arise from a concentration of mind on an erroneous, or

a fanciful conception of the divine form. Since the intensity of concen-

tration tends to establish the soul-substance in the form of the object

of contemplation, he who holds in his mind any ill-shaped, misconceiv-
ed or distorted image of divinity would be throwing his soul into a

wrong mould, the impress of which it would not be an easy matter to
destroy.

This is not all, for the requisite degree of the intensity of concen-
tration also is not possible where the mind is liable to be stirred or moved
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in the wrong direction,; hence, the manifestation of kevala jndw is
*

out of the question for those who fix their minds on ku-d&va (false divini-

ty). For instance, the act of contemplation of a dancing * God * can

only result in establishing the soul in a dancing attitude, which, the

moment it becomes strongly marked, will interrupt all further concentra-

tion of mind in the right direction. The form of divinity is not that

of a dancer, nor of a climber of trees
;
the true godhood is the perfection

of the noblest attributes of the soul—peacefulness, tranquillity, renun-

ciation, self-control, equanimity and the like—and must be contemplated

as such. The paramatman has nothing to conceal, nor to be ashamed

of
;
He wears neither clothes nor ornaments, nor does He embellish His

* person ’ otherwise. Santa (full of peace), serene and self-centred, He
sits; unmoving and unmoved, in the contemplation of His own effulgent

glory, indifferent to the praises and abuses of men. Such is the true

object of contemplation which is to be found in the consecrat-

ed pratibimbas (images) of the holy Tirthamkaras in a Jaina Temple.

It may also be pointed out here that those who try to attain the

purity of dhyana by dispensing with concentration on the form of the

Tirthamkara, are not likely to achieve any happy results. They are

like those who try to reach the top of the ladder without the help of its

rungs. It is true that constant meditation on the qualities of the para-

matman, accompanied with the belief that the same qualities inhere in

every jiva, goes a long way towards making one self-conscious, but it

is no less true that the full acceptance of the impress of the form of

paramdtman by the soul-substance, which is necessary to prevent its

fickleness and unsteadiness, cannot be secured till the yogi knows

what that impress is like and the method of transferring it from his

mind to the * liquid ’ essence of his soul. The knowledge of the form

of the paramatmcm being, thus, a pre-requisite of moksha, true bhakt-i

cannot be said to begin unlees the mind of the devotee is first filled with

the divine image. There can be no such thing as falling in love with

a being or thing whose very form remains indefinite and vague.

In this connection we may also explain the significance of the word
nirdkara when used in reference to Divinity. Obviously everything

that exists must have some kind of form, so that the word rmdkdrd, if
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taken in its literal sense, i.e., as devoid of form (mr= without, and

akdra-tarm), cannot possibly apply to any existent thing. It is, how-

ever, applicable to soul or spirit, firstly, because it has no visible form

which may be perceived with the eye, and, secondly, because the jiva in-

volved in the cycle of births and deaths has no permanent form of his own.

The paramatmAn, however, differs from the ordinary unemancipated jiva

in so far as the destruction of all kinds of karmas places Him for ever

beyond the cycle of re-births, fixing His form also incidentally once

for all and for ever in the manner described in the tenth chapter of ‘The

Key of Knowledge. 5 This form is the noblest form of all, being that

of Perfect Man, and the stature of the soul-substance, which on the

attainment of complete liberation is fieed from the liability to expan-

sion and contraction in the manner of an unevolved jiva, is slightly less

than that of the body from which imvana is attained.



CHAPTER VIII

STAGES ON THE PATH

From the nature of moksha and the means prescribed for its realiza-

tion it is abundantly clear that the attainment of' perfection is the culmi-

nation of a graduated course of training which must be followed step by

step. The sages have, therefore, divided the path which leads to the

Supreme Seat (nirvana) into fourteen stages, each of which represents

a particulai state of development, condition or phase of the soul, arising

from the quiescence, elimination, or partial quiescence and partial eli-

mination of certain energies of karma, and the manifestation of those

traits and attributes which are held in check by their activity. The

names and characteristics of each of these fonrteen stages, called guna-

xthdnas, may be stated as follows:—
(1) The first stage is called mitliyatva which signifies ignorance,

the normal condition of all unemancipated jivas. The consciousness of

the soul in this condition is obsessed with gioss ignorance, and pure

truth is not agreeable to it. Those who pass out of it are the lucky ones

W’ho, in consequence of their past good karmas
,
evolve out the desire/

to find a way to escape from the pain and misery of life in this world.

When a man reaches this, the turning point in his life, he begins to

meditate on the nature of the world and on his own relation with it.

This results in a temporary quiescence of the first three energies of

darSanamohaniya karma (Nos. 17, 18 and 19)* and the anamtanubandhi

type of anger, pride, deceit and greed (Nos. 20, 21, 22 and 23), produc-

ing what is called the prathamopa£ama-samya,ktva—a kind of faith

which generally subsides, sooner or later, like the effervescence of

aerated water. All cases of sudden conversion to truth are due to the

quiescence of these seven energies of karmas.

* For a description of the karma prakritis referred to by numbers in this chapter
see pp. 19—27 ante.

F. 10
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The subsequent loss of faith is due to the recrudescence of the

prakriti of any one of the anantdnubandhi kasdyas (angerj pride, deceit

and gTeed) whose destruction or quiescence is related to the mani-

festation of true insight as cause to its effect.

(2) S&fadam (sd~ with + xadana — exhausted,hence that which is

characterised by exhausted faith). Thrs gunasthana represents the

mental state of the soul m the process or act of
‘

falling ’ from right

faith. Its duration is momentary and does not extend beyond the

time actually needed for the fast-slipping faith to be replaced by a false

conviction in the mind.

(3) MiJra (lit. mixed). The consciousness of the jina in this stage

is characterised by a mixture of falsehood and truth.

This gunasthana also marks a state of back-sliding from Right

Faith, in the first instance, since faith and mithydtva can become

combined in the consciousness of him alone who has already evolved

out proper convictions.

(4) Avirata-xamyagdristi. When the doubts of an individual have

been removed by meditation or the instruction of a guru (preceptor),

he passes on to this stage, and becomes a samyagdristi (true believer)

;

but as he is not yet able to observe any of the vows enjoined on a layman,

he is still described as arirata (a= not + virata — a vow). This stage

arises when the seven prakritis already mimed have been wholly or

partially subdued or destroyed, and denotes the acquisition of Right

Faith. Anger, pride, deceit and greed of the apratyakhyana (intenser)

type may be subdued here.

(5) DeSavirata (de$a = partial + virata — vow). The soul now begins

to observe some of the rules of Right Conduct with a view to perfect

itself. The praty&khydna (intense) type of passions may be controlled

in this stage.

(6) Pramatta virata (lack of vigilance and vows). The ah&raka
tarira prakriti (No. 60) may become active at this stage, which is the
first step of life as a muni (saint).

(7) Apramatta virata (deligent observance of vows). The conduct
of the muni (ascetic) in this stage is marked by the absence of ptamada
(negligence).
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(8) Apdrva karana (apurva= new + karana^ thought). The saint

now applies himself to holy meditation (Sukla dhyana).

(9) Anivritti karana (advanced thought activity). This is a more

advanced stage than the preceding one.

(10)

Sukshma sampraya {sukshma — very slight + = con-

flict), hence struggle to control the kasayas (passions). Only the Slightest

form of greed remains to be eradicated in this stage.

(11) Upafantamoha (upianta, from upaiama ~ quiescence + moha=
delusion). This stage arises from the subsidence of the energies of the

mohaniya karma.

(12) Kshina moha (destruction of delusion). Complete eradication

of the mohaniya karma is the chief characteristic of this stage. It should

be pointed out here that the path bifurcates at the end of the seventh

stage, one route lying along what is known as upaiama freni {upaiama

= subsided or quiescent, and ireni= flight of stepB, hence ascent), and

the other along the kshayaka (eradicative). The former path finds its

culmination in the eleventh stage, that implies the total suppression,

but not destruction, of the mohaniya karmas
; but the other, which is trod-

den by those who are not content with the mere subsidence of karmic ener-

gies, and who, rejecting half measures, proceed by destroying the ‘enemy’

once for all and for ever, is the high road to nirvana. Those who follow

it pass directly from the tenth to the twelfth stage, and, acquiring omni-

science as the reward of their unyielding, unflinching asceticism, reach

the Supreme Seat. The saint who reaches the upaidnta moha stage

falls back to a lower one, and keeps on travelling backwards and forwards

on the line till he is able to gird up his loins to tread the more trying

and difficult kshayaka path.

(13) Sayoga k-evali (ja = with, yoga, the three channels of activity,

i.e., mind, speech and body, and kevali= omniscient) . This is the stage

of jlvan-mukti, characterised by the total destruction of the four kinds

of ghstiyd karmas, but indicating the association with the physical body

due to the operation of certain agh&tiyd prakfitis. Those who evolve out

the tirthamkara prakriti become the Tirthamkara, who reveals the true

dharma (religion). Surrounded by devas and men who hie from all

quarters to offer Him devotion, the Tirthamkara explains the doctrine
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which is propounded in popular speech, ior the benefit of the masses, by

an advanced disciple and muni called ganadhara. The truth thus known

is called $ruti (revelation), or .iruta jndna, and its absolute accuracy is

guaranteed by the faculty of omniscience which does not come into

manifestation so long as there remains the least trace of any of the

energies of the mohaniya karma.

(14) Ayoga kevah (ayoga, without mind, speech and body, and

kevah, omniscient). This is the last stage on the Path, and is followed

by the soul’s ascent to nirvana on the exhaustion of the agh&tiya karmas.

The jiva who passes this stage is called siddha. He has now become

fully established in Right Faith, Right Knowledge and Right Conduct,

and is freed from all kinds of karmic impurities and bonds which had

hitherto held him in captivity. No longer subject to the 'depressing

influence of matter, He rises up immediately to the topmost part of

the. universe to reside there, tor ever, in the enjovment of all those

divine attributes which most of us have never even dreamt of. A con-

queror in the true sense of the word, He now enjoys, to the full, the fruit

of His unflinching fight with His own lower nature. Pure intelligence

in essence, He now becomes an embodiment of knowledge by bursting

His bonds. Thus, wdiat some people consider to he a stultification of

character is really the acquisition of such godly cjualities as perfect

faith, infinite knowledge, inexhaustible power and pure imabating joy.

The Ideal of absolute Perfection, the Siddha becomes the object of

worship for all the bliavyas (those possessed of the realisable potentiality

of Godhood) in the three worlds ! And what language can describe

the glory of that siddhatman the mere contemplation of whose worship-

ful feet is sufficient to destroy all kinds of karmas of His bhnktas

(devotees) ?

To revert to the .subject under consideration, it will be observed

that the arrangement of the gunasthanas is based not upon any artificial

division of the ‘ path,’ but upon the natural effects observable in the

being who takes himself scientifically in hand to control his destiny.

No serious student of religion stands in need of being told that of all

kinds of tapas the antaranga is the principal cause of emancipation,

though the physical control of the bodily functions and organs is also
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necessary for bringing the wandeiiug manas (the organ of desires) under

subjection. It follows from this that the best results can only flow

from a system which scientifically deals with the subject of internal

tapas, and that no method which ignores or minimises the importance

of this most important department of self-training can ever be relied

upon as a means for escape from the bondage of karma#. Applying

these observations to the non-J aina system of tapa {yoga), it can be seen

at a glance that none of them is possessed of that scientific validity

which alone can be depended upon for the realisation of the ideal

in view. Indeed, almost all of them in the end leave the aspiring soul

in the greatest uncertainty as to the effect of the practices enjoined

and the exercises laid down by them; and even the more perfected

systems of Hindu yoga—jndrut yoga, raja yoga
,
bhakti yoga, hatha yoga

and karma yoga—do little more than point out the direction in which

lies the way out of the samsdra, intersected by paths that certainly do

not lead to nirvana, but only into the meshes of transmigration. That the

unwary traveller needs something more than a mere indication of the

direction io pick out the right track is a matter which is not open to

dispute ; and the acquisition of accurate scientific knowledge is an

absolute necessity where a single false step might prove one’s undoing.

The Jama Siddhanta has throughout kept these principles in view in

its schematic arrangement of the stages on the journey, and the intelli-

gent. aspirant is merely required to make himself familiar with the

nature of the karma prakritis to know precisely what to do at any parti-

cular moment of time in the course of his onward progress on the Path.

The first three gv nasthdnas axe concerned with the different forms of

wrong convictions. Right faith arises in the fourth stage and is perfect-

ed in the seventh. Right Conduct has its inception in the fifth stage, and

is perfected at the end: of the twelfth, on the destruction of the tinge of

greed (desire), which is the root of all other passions. For facility of

reference we give the main features of the gnnasthanas in the accom-

panying tabulated form.
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Main features of the fourteen stages.

Serial

number.
Names of

gupasthanas

.

Characteristics.

1 Mithyatva. Gross ignorance.

2 S&sadana. Vanishing Faith, i.e., the condition of the mind
while actually falling down from the fourth to

the first stage.

3 Mika. Mixed faith and false belief.

4 Avirata-aamyaga-

dptfi.

Right Faith, unaccompanied by Right Conduct.

5 Deiavirata. Commencement of Right Conduct; the house-

holder’s stage.

S Pramatta. Asceticism and observance of vows, though tinged

with pramdda (carelessness or laziness). This

is the first stage of life as a mum, i.e., of

homelessness

7 Apramatta. Elimination of pramdda , vigilant sainthood : the

commencement of the realisation of the joy of

freedom.

8 Apurva karana. Noted for the new channels of thought, thrown
open by the purification of the mind and the
quiescence of the elements of disturbance

9
Anhfitti karana. More advanced thought-activity, i.e., meditation.

10
Sukshma a&m-

pdraya.

Only very slight, greed left to be controlled or des-

troyed.

11
Upaiantamoha. Quiescence of the remaining traces of greed.

12
Kshinamoha

.

Desirolessness, i.e., the complete eradication of

greed, hence perfection in Right Conduct

IS
Sayoga-kevali. Omniscience, hence the perfection of Right

Knowledge, and the realisation of the state

of flvan-mukti, that is, liberation in tbe em-
bodied state. In the case of TirtbarilkaraB,
revelation alBo takes place in this stage.

14
Ayoga-kevali. The cessation of the activity of the three yogas

i.e., the channele of asrava; NireSna 1
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A glance at the above table would suffice to show that the liability

to fall back to the earlier stages is completely shaken off only on reach-

ing the state of desirelessness at the twelfth guruuthana
,
since greed,

the mother of the remaining three forme of ka$dya$ and the root of

all other minor passions and emotions, is eradicated only at the moment
of stepping from the sukshmosdmprdya to the kshmamoha stage. Other

forms of passions and emotions, such as superciliousness, envy and the

like, are really the progeny of the four principal ka$dyas alluded to

above, and have not been specifically treated for this reason; they

disappear with the drying up of their respective sources. The complete

eradication of greed simply means their total destruction and the full

manifestation of all the divine attributes and properties of the soul,

uow become deified by the destruction of its ghatiyd karma*.

It only remains to study the working of the diverse karma prakfitis

in respect of their engendering, fruition and elimination. Obviously,

all these energies cannot become active at one and the same time,

since some of them are counterindicated by those of an antagonistic

nature which may be in actual play, e.g., one cannot have a human
and an animal body at the same time, though a human being may
contract the liability to be reborn as an animal, and vice versa. Hence,

bandha does not signify immediate fruition of karmas, but only the

liability to undergo certain experiences at some future moment of time.

This liability is contracted, as already pointed out, in consequence of

the fusion of spirit and matter, and remains in abeyance till it find a

suitable opportunity for its operation in consequence of the subsidence

of the activity of the particular energies which hold it in check. Thus

there are three different aspects of the karmic force, namely,

sattd (potentiality), bandha and udaya* (rising, hence maturity, or

fruition or activity), which have to be taken into account in a systematic

* The term udaya , strictly speaking, only means disposed or inclined to be active,

not neoesaanly fnll operation, though the latter significance is also covered by it. For

the fall operation or functioning of an impulse depends on the external conditions to a

great extent, as for instance, the sexual instinct may be mature, but it will remain

unfunctioning unless there be present external conditions which are necessary for its

full operation.
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treatment of the subject. The following tabular statement will show

at a glance at what stage which of the karma prakritis are engendered,

rendered inactive and destroyed. If the reader will only bear in mind

the fact that a karma prakpiti is not necessarily destroyed when it is

rendered inactive, he will not find any difficulty in studying the table,

though for fuller explanation he will still have to consult such works

as the Gommatasara, which contain a wealth of detailed information on

the subject. The figures following the names of the different karma

prakritis are designed to facilitate study with reference to their enu-

meration on pp. 19—27 ante.
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CHAPTER IX

OHARMA IN PRACTICE

It will be now evident that Jainism aims not at turning mankind

into an army of hungry beggars, constantly begging for boons from some

real or imaginary superhuman agency, nor at converting its votaries

into fanatics of unrequited love, revolving, moth like round some lumi-

nous spiritual ‘ magnet,’ to be ultimately absorbed by it, but at raising

everyone who cares to follow its method to the supreme status of God-

hood, characterised as it is by many kinds of perfections, including those

in respect of knowledge and bliss and power. In other words those who

follow Jainism become not attendants upon some real or mythological

god or goddess, but Gods themselves and, endowed with omniscience

and all other divine qualities, live for ever in the enjoyment of perfect

freedom and bliss.

The reader who has .followed us thus far cannot have failed to notice

the correspondence between the injunctions of the Scripture and the

divine attributes of pure spirit, which come into manifestation by their

observance. The fact is that dharma is the nature of the soul itself, so

that its ten features—forgiveness, and the like, described on page 29 ante,

only represent the natural and divine attributes, or traits of * character/

i.e.,
‘

disposition,’ of a pure, perfect soul.

This natural purity (
dharma

) increases by practice, imparting fresh

vigour and strength to the soul at every step. It is for this reason that

dharma is competent to support and sustain a soul in the moment of temp-

tation and trial, and possesses sufficient energy to carry it to * the other

shore ’—the ‘ land ’ of Perfection and Bliss. It has, however, to be

adopted before its assistance can be availed of in the fullest degree, though

the practising of any of its injunctions—even in a second-hand* manner

* The natural correspondence between dharma and the divine attributes of the soul

is possible only where religion is placed on a scientific basiB, and is not to be found
in those cases where faith is tinged with superstition or error, except in so far as they
embody the borrowed precepts of a scientific creed. Those who practise such borrowed
injunctions are said to follow them in a scond-hand manner.

9ft
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—is bound to bear appropriate trait. For this reason, it is possible for

a soul on tbe mithyatva gunasth&na to attain to human torm, or even

to a re-birth in one of the heavens, by performing virtuous deeds and

tapas respectively, though its ignorance of the nature of dharxna is even

then sure to drag it into less agreeable and unpleasant surroundings.

Moksha is, however, altogether out of the question for those who do not

follow the true path, and the possibility of acquiring a human, or d&va,

birth is also dependent on a rigid adherence to the rules of virtuous liv-

ing and tapa which are more liable to be disregarded by one involved in

ignorance and falsehood than by him who knows the nature of tattvas.

It is to lie borne in mind that the nature of himsa and vice, the respec-

tive causes of life in hell and the tiryancha kingdom, has to be properly

understood before one can ever hope to avoid them altogether, so that

in a general way it is true to say that only the follower of the right path

can enjoy complete immunity from the liability (o descend into hells

or to be re-born in the animal or still lower kingdoms.

If the reader has followed us thus far, he will have no further

difficulty in agreeing with us as to the supreme necessity for the adoption

of the true faith at as early a period in life as possible, for where the

enemy to be overpowered is the formidable eneigy of karma which

acquires additional strength with every false step, evil thought, and

harmful, careless action, where the forces of existence might come to

an end in the most tragic and least expected manner, and where there

is no security, or certainty, of life even in the very next moment, the

least delay in fuming to the true path is liable to have the most cala-

mitous consequences for the soul. It should never be allowed to escape

the mind that all evil traits of character, arising from the activity of

the mind, speech, or body, have to be eradicated before the attainment

of final emancipation can be brought within the pale of practicability,

and that every action repeated a number of times becomes habitual and

makes it all the more difficult for the soul to acquire control over the

channels of its worldly activity. With the advance of age, habits become

more firmly rooted and the tenacity with which did people stick to tbe

notions imbibed in the earlier period of life is well known. Finally,

when the powers of the body and the mind have become too enfeebled
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by age to bear tbe severe strain of training required for the understand-

ing and practising of religion, blankness of despair alone remains star-

ing one in the face. Add to this the fact that the human birth is very

difficult to obtain, so that he who wastes his opportunity now may have,

for ages to come, to wander in the lower grades of life where the soul

is generally too much over-burdened with karmic impurities to acquire

the truth or to benefit thereby. He who (Mays in respect of the ascer-

tainment and adoption of truth, therefore, is the greatest enemy of him-

self.

It is also essential that our children should be imparted the truth

and trained, in their very infancy, to a life of severe rigidity required

by religion, for childhood is the age of impressionability, and the mind

of infancy is like a green twig which may be bent as desired. The

method which the ancients found most useful for the training of their

children, aimed at (1) impressing the mind with the greater importance

of obtaining spiritual emancipation over secular gain, and (2) the actual

building up of character, so that by the time the pupil completed the

course of study he became a perfect model of gentlemanliness and self-

abnegation in the true sense of the voids. He might lie the son of a

king or millionaire, but that made no difference to him ;
his conduct was

always righteous and becoming, for the subjugation of lust and greed,

the tw7o principal causes ot all evil tendencies and traits, left his mind

ever pure and tiancjuil and bent on the realisation of the true Ideal of

the soul. "While with the teacher—usually a man known as much for

piety as learning—he was called upon to live m conformity with the

strictest rules of the brahmacharya (drama (conduct prescribed for a

pupil)—serving the master, refraining from marriage and lustful

thoughts, studying Scripture and the like. This course of early train-

ing always stood him in good stead in the midst of the trials and tempta<-

tions of youth, enabling him to bring under his control such powerful

enemies of the soul as pride, deceit, anger and other similar passions and

emotions. As he grew up, he found himself called upon to practise

those virtues of self-control, toleration, equanimity and love which, when

perfected, mark the conduct of holy ascetics and saints. In due course

he became the head of his family, relieving his elders of the duties of
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management of the estate, and enabling them to retire from active parti-

cipation in the worldly concerns of life, and hoping to be similarly re-

lieved by his juniors, in his own turn, in the fulness of time. At times

he also had to provide for his destitute relations, but he never grumbled

at the fruit of his labour being enjoyed by the leas fit, or unearning mem-

bers of his household, and always considered it his good fortune to be

able to help others. Wealth had lost all its blinding glamour for him

in his infancy, and he knew full well how much easier it was for a camel

to * pass through the needle’s eye ’ than for a rich man to enter into the

kingdom of heaven, for the cares and worries consequent on the manage-

ment of riches and the sense of attachment to the things of the world

have alwrays been known to stand in the way of retirement from active

life, preparatory to the adoption of the stage of homelessness which is

necessary to attain mrvana.

We now come to the principles governing the selection of one’s as-

sociates in life—the nuptial partner, friends and the like. In this

department also religion enjoins subordinating the worldly or sensual

point of view to the spiritual, its aim being always to facilitate the on-

ward progress of the soul towards the highest goal

—

nirvdna. Obviously,

if the husband and wife belong to two different persuasions, or entertain

mutually hostile beliefs, nothing like spiritual haimony can possibly

result from their union; and the situation is nowise improved even when

they both try to pull on together in the most commendable spirit of

toleration; for toleration cannot possibly take the place of co-operation

which is altogether excluded by the opposition of private convictions.

It follows, therefore, that the selection of a suitable spouse must be made
from one’s own community, so as to ensure perfect accord and co-opera-

tion in respect of all matters, spiritual and temporal. The same prin-

ciple governs the selection of all other associates, as far as practicable.

No one who has at all studied the human nature is likely to deny

the fact that our beliefs are liable to be affected by the thoughts and

actions of others—receiving confirmation and strength from people of

one’s own faith, and direct or indirect discouragement from those who fol-

low a different creed. Now, the generality of mankind of this age seldom
possess that degree of faith which is capable of withstanding persistent
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temptation or sustained attacks of scepticism, especially when not direct-

ly made. T!he company of people given to gambling, debauchery, and

the like is the most dangerous for this reason, and offers many tempta-

tions which even men of mature judgment, to say nothing of raw youths,

at times succumb to. Besides, the true spirit of friendship demands

that one should not perform any religious actB likely to offend one’s

companions in the least degree, and since all forms of worship are open

to objection on the part of the opponents of the true faith, good com-

panionship necessitates a total abstention from them in the company of

those of a different persuasion. The effect of such forms of comradeship,

thus, is quite per nicious to the aspirations of the soul, and requires the

restriction of association with those outside one’s own religious com-

munity to particular occasions at well-selected times and places. This

does not mean that one should Ire rude or intolerant to those who do not

belong to one’s faith, but only that one should avoid undue intimacy and

constant companionship with them. As no one who values his peace of

mind should associate with anarchists, sedition-mongers, robbers, mur-

derers and the like, howsoever agreeable may their company be, so should

one avoid, so far as possible, all those men whose association is likely

to seduce one from the true path, and only mix with those of a holy and

pious temperament. This, however, furnishes no license for the absolute

exclusiveness of different castes in the community of the right-believers.

Those who follow the same religion have a right to expect that their

co-religionists will not push them out of the fold or shut the door on

them, cutting them adrift from the satsanga (association) of the pious and

forcing them to seek shelter and social intercourse elsewhere. There is

great danger for the excluder and the excluded both in this matter; the

latter is likely to be forced back into mithyatva (falsehood), and the for-

mer to engender the highly unfortunate antarfiya and to suffer from many

kinds of disadvantages in his future life. As a matter of fact no one who

treats his co-religionists as pariahs and outcastes can himself be deemed to

possess the true faith, for the one striking characteristic of Bight Faith

is profound unqualified love for those who cherish the same doctrine,

without any kind of restrictions, beyond personal cleanliness.

Naturally a Jaina householder is required to be a model of cleanli-
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ness, though a saint will not even use unguents or tooth-powder to beauti-

fy his person and teeth. If the new-comer is not clean enough in respect

of his caste or occupation and has thus far been following dirty or filthy

occupations, let him lead a life of strict purity for the period of one

year, as enjoined in the Adi Purana, after which he will be entitled to

admission into society and have a purer occupation allotted to him. We
must avoid narrow-mindedness and stunting pride at any cost.

The Jaina layman should be a pattern of goodness. He should live

in the world, and mix with his fellow-men, striving always to Bet an

example to them by his own nobleness of character in philanthropy, sym-

pathy, respect for life and moderation in all things. He should be just,

and should aspire to cultivate, to the highest excellence, integrity, pro-

bity and impartiality. He should make no distinction between friend and

foe in his treatment of or dealings with men. In this way he should live

in the world, filled with fear for the future safety of his soul, and should

gradually withdraw himself, about the commencement of old age, from

worldly life, to take the shaping of his destiny actively in his hands.

He will be materially assisted in this by the early moulding of character,

if he has spent his childhood in the acquisition of the truth and the

dhamiic (religious) impress. In this way lie will be able to enter into

the stage of retirement, and finally also into sannyasa (sainthood), with

ease and in the natural course of things.

Strenuous uphill work will now have to be done; but there are no

prizes in nature which one may secure without sweating. Nothing that

is really worth the having can be obtained by pious wishes, or by a mere

movement of the lips, in prayer or supplication. There is none who can

grant knowledge and life and goodness from the outside; for these are

the very attributes of the substance of the soul and are enjoyed by the

Perfect Ones in nirvana ]



GLOSSARY
A

Acharya [OTIFl], a philosopher-saint
;
a pontiff or head of ascetics.

Aghatiyff [awrfcNr], non-destructive, used in reference to a kind

of karmic force which does not interfere with the natural func-

tioning of pure spirit

Ahimsa [srfl'BT], non-injuring.

Ajlva [state], that which is not conscious, unconscious substances.

Ananda [4n*H5:], bliss
;
happiness.

Antaranga [SRTCJJ], internal
;
mental.

Arhanta [Sflffl], a tirthaihkara (God).

Asrava [WTOT], the process of inflow of matter into soul.

Avadhi jnana a kind of clairvoyance or inner illumina-

tion which embraces a knowledge of some of the past lives of

the soul.

Ayuh the force which regulates the duration of life;

longevity.

B

Bandlia [S^], bondage.

BhSvana [VT3RT], a form of reflection
;
musing.

D
Dar^ana [5$W], faith

;
discernment

;
a school or system of philo-

sophy.

Deva [sfr], an angel
;
a god.

Dharma [<3$], religion
;
merit

;
a kind of substance corresponding,

in some respects, to the ether of modern science.

DhySna [w»T*t], meditation; concentration of mind; contemplation.

Dravya [SP*], substance.

G
Gati condition of life

;
one of the four classes of living

beings.
106
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Gh&tiyS [srfitar], used in reference to a kind of karmic force which

prevents the soul from performing- its natural functions.

Gotra [*Tfa], lineage
;
descent

;
family

;
a kind of karmic force

which determines status in life.

Gunasthsna [*pUF*JT*l], a stage on the path of spiritual progress.

Guru [?p], a preceptor; a guide.

H
Hiriisfi [fs'HT], injuring or causing pain to others.

J

Jiva [sfa], a soul.

Jivan-mukta [tftasrcpffi, he who has destroyed his ghntiya knrmas
,
but

not the aghatrya ones
;
the condition of existence of a perfected

soul while still associated with its physical body.

JhSna [91*1], knowledge.

K
Karma Drt], the force resulting from actions.

KstrmSna sarira [OTRfar an inner body defined on p. 12.

Ka§aya [Wl], passions.

Kevala jnttna [^«Rt omniscience.

Kevali he who enjoys kevala Juana.

M
Manah-paryaya pCTt a kind of knowledge corresponding, in

some respects, to what is now known as telepathy.

Mantra [*PW], an incantation; a hymn.

Manusya a human being
;
the human kingdom.

Marga fRTO], a path.’

Mithyatva [fawnes], falsehood
; wrong faith

;
the name of the first

gunasthana.

Mok§a, or moksha [^W:], salvation
;
emancipation

;
nirtiana.

Mukti [1%], see mokfa.

Muni [gft], an ascetic.
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N
Nicha ["fa], low.

NiijarS [ffaV], elimination of matter from the soul
;
destruction

of karmas.

Nirvffna [faifar], final emancipation; the state of perfection

of the soul.

Nirvikalpa unaccompanied by thought-process.

P

Prakriti [uffo], energy; force; matter; nature.

PrHna [nTflff:], vital force.

Parisaha [tfas], hardship.

Prithivi kaya 3>T*Tj, one-sensed souls embodied in bodies

of earth, or clay.

S
Sffdhu, see muni.

Samudhi [Wtrfa:], attitude of contemplation ;
ecstatic trance.

Sarnsara [fart], transmigration
;
the universe.

Samvara [fat], checking or stoppage of asrava.

Kastra [tTTSf], scripture.

Satta [tTtfl], potentiality.

Sarlra [tlftt], a body.

Siddha, see siddhaimnn.

Siddhatman [fotncfaj, a perfect bodiless soul.

Hreni [^r*jft], ascent.

T

Taijasa sarlra, an inner body of luminous matter, see page 1 2,

Tapa [3TJ, asceticism.

Tattva [t>fa], an essential or ultimate principle.

Tiryancha [ffafa], the class of living beings which embraces all

lower forms of life, animals, plants and minerals.

U
Udaya [^f], rising

;
fruition

;
becoming active.

UpEdhyEya [EWJSHW.], a learned and spiritually advanced ascetic.
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V
VairSgya renunciation.

Vi^yS C^IT], wisdom
;
knowledge; learning.

Y
Yoga (%H], a channel for the inflow of matter into the soul

asceticism
;
path of perfection.

Yogi an ascetic.




